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I HE automobile industry smashed Millions of tons of steel of almost try and from countless other sources 

records again in 1949 as it produced every type and form helped America’s mean a big job for the steel industry in 

6,250,000 new passenger cars and trucks auto makers boost their production so coming years . . . mean a promising 

—more than in any other year in history. amazingly high... helped the quality of future for men who make steel their 

This terrific output of the finest cars ever today’s automobiles keep pace with the career. To assure itself management men 

made climaxed a phenomenal rise in quantity. In fact, many new steels have of the highest caliber, United States 

production that began at the war's end. been developed just to meet the exacting Steel maintains a continuous training 

These new cars by the millions are a requirements of present-day production. program that prepares young men with | 

tribute to the American way of life. In spite of record-breaking production, suitable backgrounds for places in this | 

Their production is the result of the de- the automobile industry’s job is far from great industry. | 

mands of people working under the finished—the average age of the cars on College engineering courses lay the 

American system of free enterprise, America’s highways today is 8.4 years. foundation... United States Steel builds 

which has produced the highest living Continuing demands for vast quanti- a practical knowledge of steelmaking on 

standard the world has ever known. ties of steel from the automobile indus- this foundation. 

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY - AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY - CARNEGIE-ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION - COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY 
H. C. FRICK COKE AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES - GENEVA STEEL COMPANY - GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING COMPANY 

ww ea MICHIGAN LIMESTONE & CHEMICAL COMPANY - NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY - OIL WELL SUPPLY COMPANY - OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY 

{ J] PITTSBURGH LIMESTONE CORPORATION - PITTSBURGH STEAMSHIP COMPANY - TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY 

> UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY + UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY - UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY | 

UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY - VIRGINIA BRIDGE COMPANY



SHOULD AN OIL COMPANY BE ? i e 

e 

HERE IS A STRAIGHT ANSWER FROM ONE OF THE OLDEST 
COMPANIES IN THE INDUSTRY: 

Socony-Vacuum is the size that it is — neither the biggest nor the 
smallest in the Petroleum Industry — because it is an efficient size 
for the kind of business we do. 

Efficiency is the key to a company’s size — for it is the key to what 
the American public wants, the most for its petroleum dollar. 

Under the American system of business, a company that operates 
inefficiently soon loses business to other companies able-to offer the 
public more value at lower cost. That’s how American competition 
works — and if any company gets so big that efficiencies inherent in 
mass operation are more than offset by increasing costs — competition 
will cut that company to a proper size. 

To put it another way: 

A company is as strong as its competitive efficiency — 

In turn, an industry is as strong as its companies — 

And in turn, a nation is as strong as its industries. 

Thus, every company, big or little, must be 

“big” enough to serve the best interests of the 
people in the area it covers! oat 

Since 1866— the Flying Red Horse Srl 
Companies have practiced Competitive 7 \Ne = } 
Efficiency to supply you with Finest . 
Petroleum products at the lowest 7 
possible cost! 

. . OCONY-VACUUM The Flying Red Horse Companies Soco 

SOCONY-VACUUM OIL COMPANY, INC. 

and Affiliates: MAGNOLIA PETROLEUM CO, * GENERAL PETROLEUM CORP. 
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The Moloney Electric Company selected z Ze Ze 

Synthane for parts of the transformers it a Pee _ 

produces, because of Synthane's excellent al ba i 

electrical insulating ability, good structural | Ww i] 4 

strength and corrosion resistance. Shown i) K | Bi Co 

at right is the Moloney 33,333 kva, three- le J i ael | 

phase, 60 cycle 132000 volts Delta high Wee ee eles 
voltage to 34500Y/19920 volts low volt- j 4 ie oo. = 2 

age. The complete unit weighs approxi- | aed | i | Es 

mately 227,000 pounds. nn ee a 

DESIGN © MATERIALS ¢ FABRICATION » SHEETS « RODS + TUBES +» MOLDED-MACERATED + MOLDED-LAMINATED 
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| {ae  —_— For many years, ADVERTISEMENTS SUCH AS last “os __ | — we THIS ONE have appeared regularly in leading ao. oo oe a ae c ~~ A “s,[ business magazines, Their primary purpose is ay \ a wn feet eA ek 4 er -.t>~~ | to build acceptance for Square D Field Engineers, ay (oot Se. EE oo ee practically all of whom come to us from ee Be ac i. ——- C £ Ny leading engineering schools such as yours. be * oy “— — — Sl _ os = oscar . = 

\Y Picture a Square D Field Engineer Af 

NaN VL Business ee 

@ What he doesn’t know about your busi- constantly working with industries of every 
ness would fill a library. But there’s one type and size, helping find that “better 
thing he does know—electrical distribution way to do it’’— electrically. 
and control as it applies to any business, If you have a problem in electrical dis- 
including yours. tribution or control, call in the nearby Field 

Square D Field Engineers throughout | Engineer. His counsel costs you nothing. 
this country, in Canada and Mexico, are It may be of substantial value. 

neem > LL . 

: i SQUARE J) COMPANY 
a @euip 7 Dat <- MILWAUKEE . LOS ANGELES 

cic SQUARE D COMPANY CANADA LTD., TORONTO + SQUARE D de MEXICO, S.A., MEXICO CITY, D.F. 
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a e e e e ° Se this one is of major Importance to 

future engineers...and businessmen ! 

Electricity is so much a part of our lives today Leading manufacturers of insulated wire and that a new, lower-cost way of carrying it is cable are making their products available now important to everyone. with conductors of Alcoa E.C. Aluminum. Sup- Alcoa E.C.* Aluminum conductor for insu- pliers of fittings and accessories are producing lated electric wire and cable is revising old correct types for use with aluminum. If you ideas of cable costs. In large size cables, alumi- would like further details, toward the day when num conductors weigh only one-half as much as you may be in a position to suggest a saving on copper of equivalent current carrying capacity, electric wiring, write today for a copy of the are therefore lower in cost and easier to handle. illustrated book “Questions and Answers About Cost and weight savings are worthwhile in all Aluminum Conductors”, ALUMINUM COMPANY sizes down to No. 6. oF AMERICA, 742E Gulf Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Pa. "Electrical Conductor Aluminum 

| /av\| 1 (a@é/my/,\ * .lr™”™”™~tCUCACLCOA LS Nd ee WI UU eee 
So LF 

Rais [fica INGOT +. SHEET & PLATE © SHAPES, ROLLED & EXTRUDED + WIRE * ROD © BAR + TUBING © PIPE + ‘SAND, DIE & PERMANENT MOLD CASTINGS * FORGINGS + IMPACT EXTRUSIONS ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS + SCREW MACHINE PRODUCTS + FABRICATED PRODUCTS + FASTENERS + FOIL * ALUMINUM PIGMENTS + MAGNESIUM PRODUCTS ® 
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(Photo courtesy CAA) 

Traffic control operator guiding movement of aircraft from airport tower. 
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in Aviation by 6A Whe ws 

This year another record class of college graduates who expressed a desire to stay in aviation and that a great | 
will be turned loose to find jobs in the business world many of these individuals have a background of experi- 

: and industry. Each year the positions available have de- ence and training that is priceless as far as the industry is 
creased and this year is no exception. The 1950 gradu- concerned. 
ate and those who will follow will find that they will have The engineering graduate thinking of aviation as a 
to get out and sell their services and engineers will find career should consider all the different branches open and 
this more true than any other profession. his qualifications and interests for each of these branches, 

Many air force veterans and college graduates have Aviation can be roughly broken down into the following 
wondered what chances there are for finding satisfactory three phases: government, airlines, and manufacturers. 
jobs in aviation. Despite the rapidly expanding employ- Each of these three phases and the opportunities offered 
ment opportunities in the aviation industry there will be will be discussed. 
a surplus of qualified applicants for the next few years GOVERNMENT 
and any individual who plans on entering the field will Most all aviation jobs with government are with the 
find mighty stiff competition. It is estimated that more Civil Aeronautics Administration and are Civil Service 
young people are anxious to make their living in aviation positions. It has just been in the past year that positions 
than any other field due to the fascination and chances with the CAA have started to open up again. The en- 
for advancement that aviation holds. It must be remem- gineer would find most opportunities in the technical or 
bered though, that aviation is not as exciting and dar- operational functions of the CAA. 
ing as it seems and that the climb to success may get dull Technical jobs usually require only four years of col- 
and routine in spots, just as in any business. lege with some experience while most of the operational 

It is hard to say how many jobs do exist in aviation jobs require not only the usual college education, but 
for an engineering graduate this year or next: The avia- wide experience as a pilot. 
tion industry still has not settled down to a peace time Civil engineers are widely used by the CAA for airport 
basis mainly because the industry has never really exist- and airway construction and repair. Engineers hired for 
ed so strongly in a peace time economy before. It is esti- these positions usually act only as technical advisors to 
mated by both liberalists and conservatives that the trend concerns that have contracted to do the work for the 
will be upward till past 1955. It must be remembered CAA. Aeronautical engineers are always in demand with 
though that there are some 1,500,000 air force veterans this agency providing they have some experience. 

MAY, 1950 7



The pay scales for CAA jobs run anywhere from $2,400 with aircraft in both an operational and maintenance ca- 

to $8,000 a year depending upon the responsibilities as- pacity. In this field the air force veterans will have the 

sumed. advantage over others that might be interested. 

One other agency of the government also employs a Certain specialized fields of research and development 

number of engineers and that is the National Advisory are pretty much wide open for the individual that is 

Committee for Aeronautics. (NACA): This agency is in- qualified to fill these positions. All types of engineers 

terested in all types of engineers as their work is mainly are required in these fields as there are problems in design, 

concerned with all kinds of research problems encounter- physics, electronics, metals and fuels. Most of the com- 

ed in aviation. Positions with the NACA are open at panies feel that an individual to be qualified for this type 

the present time for any engineers who are acceptable of work must have at least a master’s degree in one of 

and can meet the scholastic standards. These positions the branches of engineering. 

ar nara TSR ESO ea RE Cw TE AIRLINES 
c Rav cae py eteen aaa Bie 4s Ve The airlines of the country have been expanding ever 

Reterrets) eee AVY oe m mGiatcy Ke SIN) since 1 This ph f aviati A Se e. Retreat wuts a VG) since 940. is phase of aviation probably offers greater 

Pe es seve ee A EN S fe P| opportunities than any other. The expansion of routes and 

ey mT a RTs DA ae Ob if] airplane fleets have made it necessary for the airlines to 

Le A VL gh Apa take on additional personnel. 
Bt ML Dea bf 4 Engineers seeking employment in this field though 

70000 tea, To ay TE Ls gb Ae must realize that competition will be stronger here than 

Pn ae ae 6 ak et ? CVS : ves in any other phase of aviation. Positions on flight crews 

Pee Sy Z, Ky oa) her A (| sal Ye such as pilot, co-pilot, flight engineer or navigator can 

50000 Bah Ke : ee PRE tes wv » Fikes i almost be eliminated unless the graduate has had previous 

40008 es A gy SNS Oy Lor wens aS experience with the armed forces. Even with experience 

fe SSH SAV YM / FA Ps J however, the openings for flight personnel will be few in 

Ee se ane A Oh ag Se? hoe A, Sige BO aN ene Tyee: May member 
eae Z wey Neal) Ve ae hear The major openings for engineers will be in mechani- 

oe AY Ai Vee cal overhaul and would be in a supervisory and inspec- 

eet Coe bew ete Coe fa tion capacity. Some engineers are taken on as designers 

Ps he aCe, Was NT Rte for the purpose of revising and improving equipment 

POTRECEMC KKM CIR LAC Ce Lee ec used by the lines. The administrative jobs would be main- 

ly concerned with sales work. Air cargo and freight 

(Chart courtesy CAA) services are increasing and the airlines are looking for 

pay anywhere from $3,100 to $10,000 a year depending people to sell these services to manufacturers. Most of 

upon the type of work performed. the airlines feel that a graduate engineer with the proper 

personality would best be able to sell air cargo and freight 

MANUFACTURING setvices. 

Aviation manufacturing will probably be the most dif- THE PROSPECTS 

ficult field for a graduating engineer to get into. Follow- The best way to seek a job in aviation may be some- 

ing V-J day the aircraft industry found itself with con- what confusing to anyone that is not familiar with the 

tracts cancelled and a surplus of personnel. Manufac- industry. However, there are some very clear cut avenues 

turers of airplanes, engines and airframes unlike other of approach. The Civil Aeronautics Administration can 

industries could not convert over to supplying a back log offer some information concerning statistics on the indus- 

of civilian demand and have therefore been forced to try. The Air Transport Association of America is glad 

curtail their employment programs for the past few years. to give a list of addresses of all their members, which 

It has only been in the last year that the major aviation would include all the major airlines of the country. 

manufacturers have expressed any interest in taking on Any civil service board can give information concern- 

new technical personnel. ing positions that are open with the CAA or NACA. The 

The young engineer will find that to get into this field individual that is interested in obtaining work in the man- 

he must usually meet one of two requirements; a high ufacturing field can find the addresses of all aviation man- 

grade point average or a wealth of experience. At the ufacturers in the Aviation Directory which can be found 

present time a few of the major companies have openings in any public library. 

for field service representatives. These positions require This article may sound a little discouraging for anyone 

a general background of engineering principles plus a thinking about getting into aviation, but for the individual 

thorough knowledge of the company’s product. A field who has a real desire to get into the field, this will be no 

service representative is nothing more than a trouble great obstacle. There are jobs both good and bad, to be 

shooter and good will representative for the company and had in aviation and the engineer who is patient and will- 

spends most of his time traveling around the country. One ing to look around for them will probably find a posi- 

main prerequisite for this type of work is past experience tion in the field of aeronautics. 
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This is the fourth and last of 
a series of biographical sketches 
concerning the four engineering 
professors who retired from ac- 

| tive teaching last spring. 

The retirement last summer of s 
Professor Ray Owen brought to an Emeritus Professor 
end a teaching career of over forty 
years. His classes in surveying dur- Ray Sprague Owen 
ing that time brought to the students 
the benefit of instruction with a 

background of long and increasing 

experience in surveying work. Pro- oie. —— 
fessor Owen has done surveying - . a 
around Madison in his spare time - ~~ = 
all during his career as an instruc- - ms 
tor at the University. But he has Pe = 7 
not retired from performing surveys P , 
or from his many other activities. : ee a ee os 
At the present time he does more o oa" 
land surveying than while he was i a a 
engaged in teaching. 2 - 7 ~ 

Ray Sprague Owen was born in oe a o _ oo snl 
Brodhead, Wisconsin, on October . 3 it oye 4 am ; . 
29, 1878. He was the son of Frank “Si, ts ' , wd ™ i ve 
W. Owen, Brodhead postmaster and | 2 4 . a ; f 7 “~ 
merchant. He received his high 4 i. Si é 1 a 
school education at Brodhead High . . a Se 
School, Beloit College Academy, and aa 7 am. 7 a 
Janesville High School. Before at- _ . 4 iene ~ 
tending college he worked for the |. ‘e — oo " - 
railroad now known as the Burling- c _ as a ee - y 
ton Route. In 1900 he enrolled in ; a oe d  —— 2 re 
the topographic engineering depart- ee : gy . i ao ee rs : 
ment of the Engineering College of bo 3 . g _ : 
the University of Wisconsin. During a eo _ a _ 
the summer after his sophomore lew ' % _ ? oo _ - _ 
year he began his long career in sur- be ‘a —_ oad oa r c : : 
veying by doing leveling and plane - ’ 
table mapping for the U.S.GS. Af- a ’ 

ter his junior year he was employed _ a 
by the Bureau of Reclamation on a  )& " 
survey on the North Platte River in a 7 
Wyoming. Following graduation in : a i = a ” 

1904 he worked for the reclamation , we on 
service under Professor Schlicter in r a od 
Kansas and Oklahoma, investigat- : i = 
ing the flow of ground water. The é ae 
following year he worked on an irri- Mv 
gation survey on the lower Yellow- (Photo by Hone) 
stone. 

In 1905 Professor Owen began 

teaching in the topographic engi- 
neering department of the Univer- by Charles Manske m’50 
sity. In the summer of 1906 he mar- 

ried Theo Pickford of Madison. He 

(please turn to page 28) 
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(Photo by Bridwell) 

by 
Walter S. Lacher ¢’07 

Mr. Lacher voluntarily offered to prepare this article in to the point where they are willing to do something about 
response to a request for information by Harry Bridwell of it. 

PNATMEER te ? ea ae per. . . . . 
the ENGINEER staff. A Wisconsin graduate, civil engineer For this reason and also because engineering officers 

ing 1907, Mr. Lacher has served as engineering editor of : ar 5 
if . . 4 : . take seriously the responsibility they assume in an aggres- 

Railway Age and managing editor of Railway Engineering ~*~ . ¢ . . hool 2 h 

and Maintenance. He has recently retired as secretary of the S!V& FeCEMALng © SNginesring Semen seniors, they are fe- 

American Railway Engineering Association. luctant to make definite commitments unless they have 
ee the backing of their managements with respect to a thor- 

Do the railroads really want engineering graduates? oughly considered program that not only embraces em- 

Are they making any effort to recruit men of more than ployment but covers training and advancement as well. 

average ability? Do they have any plans that assures Therefore if a scout is on the campus in the interest of 

progressive advancement for men of proven merit? It some railroad, students have reasonable assurance that a 

is impossible to give any general answer to these ques- program for the employment of selected graduates has 

tions, because the situation is a mixed one. Without been worked out and that the number to be selected for 

question chief engineering officers as a whole are aware special training will be small enough to afford promise 

of the need for strengthening their organizations and of of a reasonable rate of advancement for every man who 

the advantages to accrue to the properties from the em- measures up to the requiremments. 

ployment of college men who could be placed in line for Unfortunately, the only data readily available on sal- 

promotion to administrative or executive positions. On aries is something more than two years old, but from 

the other hand top managements have not all been con- these figures we find that the average of salaries paid to 

vinced of the importance of scouting for university men engineering graduates, that is, beginners, in railway serv- 
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ice, were in line with or possibly somewhat higher than not especially helpful to the engineering student who is 
the average of the salaries paid by industry generally, trying to make up his mind as to the best field in which 
and that the minimum salaries paid by railways were well to look for a job. In spite of these examples, he will be 
bove the minimum reported for all graduates. inclined to ask if it is not a fact that the railroad industry 

Conditions of employment on the railroads vary from is decadent, if not actually moribund. Is it not true, he 
department to department and also within individual de- will probably add, that promotions on the railways are 
partments. In the case of draftsmen and of other en- slow and that many obstacles are thrown in the way of 
gineers doing other work in offices the conditions vaty the ambitious young graduate who is trying to get ahead 
but little from those generally prevailing. Quite differ- as rapidly as possible? 
ent, however, is the set up for the man employed “on Yes, railroading is among the oldest of the great in- 
line of road,” who will often be required to spend a large dustries. It is true that they are no longer growing; the 
part of his time away from home. However, as the re- number of employes today is less thahn it was 20 years 
sult of the award to the non-operating employes in 1949, ago. Advancement certainly is slower than it is in newer substantialiy all employes falling in this classification, and rapidly growing industries. However, it is neces- 
and this includes engineers, are now employed on a 5-day, sary to bear in mind that, while the roads have had a head 
40-hour week. start in getting old, other industries are rapidly catching 

It is also true also that engineers employed in the field up. In point of rate of growth, or lack of it, there is far 
are subject to rather frequent shifting of headquarters, Jegg contrast now than there was 20 years ago between 
a matter of no small hardship to married men in these the carriers and some of the other classes of “big busi- 
days, but it is not too much to say that the man who is ness,” for example, electric power, the telephone, auto- 
required to make the greatest number of moves is de- mobile manufacture and steel production. In all of them 
riving the benefits of a varied experience and is probably promotions do not come as fast as in some new and rapidly 
numbered among those who are “getting the works” while growing undertakings. By the same token all of them 
their superior officers are sizing them up as prospects present about the same picture with respect to domina- 
for greater responsibilities. tion by organized labor. There is little difference in the 

Now let us look at the railroad industry as a whole, degree to which seniority rules and other provisions of 
trace its development briefly, and examine the opportuni- working agreements interfere with the employment of ties which are available to different classifications of en- trainees or special apprentices in subordinate supervisory 
gineers. positions. 

The railway industry has gone through some remark- Th it ind . 7 . 5 f th . 
able changes during the last half century. In 1900 it was ne Fatlway wn ustry ‘s ume in Pome © 1 fe VAESY . of kinds of engineering involved in its operations. How- generally believed that they were on the threshold of a -_ i‘ : : ‘ . vast program of electrification. Today we find only about °° civil engineering still dominates the picture. There 
a half dozen roads with any appreciable mileage of elec. 25 2 time when the railroads offered the one extensive 

trified lines, while three entirely unforseen developments field for the employment of err SREIEEES: Today, when 
in the industry are greatly augmenting the opportunities fully 30 "per cent of all “civils” are on public Pay rolls, foe the siaployment: of elecitical engineers, it is of interest to note that the railways comprise one 

In THU0 the xen: devdlopment af the railways form of private enterprise that still provides work for a 

was still in progress; railway magazines still carried items great many of them. 
regarding new location projects in progress or in prospect. Chemical engineers as well as chemists are employed 
Today new line construction is rare indeed. Nevertheless in water treatment and in wood preservation. They, as 
field parties are now frequently engaged in location work well as metallurgists, occupy important places in the labor- 
of a high order, not for new lines, but to meet the needs atories of the engineer of tests. However, it is only fair 
of the ultra refinement in alinement for the operation to point out that these men are essentially specialists, more 
of trains at extreme high speeds. In 1900 no power tools or less segregated from the main business of railroading. 
whatever were used in the maintenace of track with the Promotions are infrequent unless they involve transfers 
possible exception of an occasional air hoist for the load- to a different line of work. 
ing of old rail released from track. Today there is scarce- That méchanical engineering occupies an important 
ly an operation of any consequence, from the tightening place in the maintenance of cars and locomotives goes 
of bolts to the cleaning of ballast, for which some ma- without saying; and it is of interest to note here that the 
chine has not been perfected. In 1900 the design of the general superintendent of the car and locomotive depart- 
component parts of the track was virtually a matter of ment of the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Rail- 
guesswork; the mechanics of the behavior of track under road is a Wisconsin graduate in mechanical engineering. 
load was still a closed book. Today the validity of the However, it is well to keep in mind that the opportunities 
scientific method as applied to the design of rails, for are confined more than would seem desirable to drawing 
example, is generally recognized. room and other office positions. Labor agreements cover- 

These examples spell progress in the application of ing the filling of supervisory positions and the influence 
engineering principles to railway problems, but they are (please turn to page 22) 
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A layout illustrating the use of 3-dimensional models. (Photo courtesy R. L. Doggett) 

by Donald Stenske m’50 

The basic secret to successful layout planning is com- These are only very general circumstances and by no 

mon sense, first, last, and always. To point this out is means represents a complete list. 

the purpose of this article, but before going any farther The work is done in the engineering department by in- 

let’s take a look at the “who, what, when, where, and dustrial engineers, process or project engineers, or the 

why” of it. executives of the company who are in charge of the pro- 

Anybody in the plant can get the idea that something 

should be done to improve efficiency. It may be a lathe - &, - 

operator who is disgusted with having to walk the length - | Ly mg 

of the shop to the tool crib every day (if he hasn’t long ely ay j | ce 

ago decided to hide his tools in a corner near his work oC. a. » 

place.) It may be the engineering department. It may ¢ ~ pe 4 y 

be a fellow whose machine location forces him to stand in Q a| 2 a oe 

an aisle, and who must stop working and leap out of the . 4 “a §6~=~ Sa a. J 

way to prevent being knocked down by an electric fork ~~. A h. qa] i] 

truck. 
on \ ' n* J rd 

Plant layout has been defined by Westinghouse as “plac- in : ; a 4 

ing the right equipment, coupled with the right method, . 

in the right place, to permit the processing of a product pee ae 3 

. 5 (Photo courtesy R. L. Doggett) 
unit in the most effective manner, through the shortest ME 180 class looking over a layout using 2-dimensional 

possible distance, and in the shortest possible time. templates. 

There are many circumstances under which a plant duction, depending on the size of the organization and 

layout study may be made: before erection of a new build- the type and variety of engineers employed. 

ing; addition of another product in an existing plant; Why a plant layout study is made and how it is wade ie 

where gradual expansion has taken places a desire to in” ,yobably best illustrated by examining the problems con- 

ctease sales by performing this service for customers (as fronting an actual company, how these problems were 

in the sale of bakery equipment); to shorten the change- attacked, and some of the suggested solutions. 

over and re-tooling time (as in the automobile industry.) (please turn to page 27) 
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Part Four . 

ay That Sliderule Down! 
by Paul Grogan, me instr. 

x: The ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diam- it is for the tangent. Uniquely, however, it serves closely 
eter, 7, is clearly defined in mathematics as being a for either by yielding an intermediate value which repre- y & yy & P 
transcendental number. By transcendental it is meant the sents both the sine and the tangent sufficiently well 
number is strictly out of this world, for such numbers through the recommended range of 10°. In fact, there is 
cannot be expressed in terms of common integers short less than 5% error if sin 30° is determined as follows: 
of an infinite series. sin 30 = 30(3.1416) = 3.1416 = 0.5236 

In our earliest encounters with 7, we were taught to 180 6 

express it as simply 22/7, but in our present state of We know better of course, sin 30° being exactly 0.5000, 
enlightenment we generally prefer 3.1416. The latter although it is not bad for a “stranded in the middle of 
approximation probably adds unreasonably to the labor the Sahara sans slide rule, sans Sokolnikoff and Sokolni- 
involved in a great many simple problems. The difference off” type of answer. There is no denying its utility 
ek ee ee and 3.1416 is —_we im parts in 5, expressing closely: 

1,400, of is less than 1 part in 2,400. An analgous sit- sin 107=10(0.01745) 0.1745 vs. 0.1736, or 0.52% error 
uation is that of flattering a girl who weighs one hundred gi, 60 3.1416/30 0.1047 vs. 0.1045, or 0.19% error 
fifty pounds and one ounce by judging her weight to sin 30’2< 4% (0.01745) =0.00873 

be a mere one hundred fifty pounds. sin 30244 (0.01745) =<0.000145 
Further, we should not reach for a slide rule every 4 

: . . at Applying the method to the tangent of the angles above time 3.1416 is used as a numerical substitution for 7. . . . . 
4. is ems . leads to the same approximate solutions with respective That particular sequence of five digits contains no less O —_ f : . errors of 1.03% and 0.38% in the first two instances. than five distinct prime factors, (2x2x2)x3x7xllxl7 = 5 : 5 naif . . ‘ ; There is no apparent error in the three significant figures 31,416, and they in turn lead to an imposing array of over 

‘ a x x of the next two examples. 
60 integer divisors with zero remainder. Some of those oo . 
divisors appear below: The approximation method is strongly recommended 

2 3 4 6 7 88 lt 12 for expressing values of the sine and tangent for angles 
14. 17 21 2 24 28 33 34 smaller than 6°, where the functions range from 0.0000 
42 46 51 56 66 68 77 34 through approximately 0.1000. Although the sine and 
88 102 119 132 136 154 168 187 tangent of small angles are generally expressed simultan- 

The product of the last two divisors, 168 x 187 = 31,416. eously by the ST scale on slide rules, they remain = hazard 
Other divisors, 30 in all, may be found by dividing 31,416 if not a mystery to the average slide rule mechanic. Fur- 
1 sos thermore, there is no provision on the ST scale for reading by each of the remaining values reported above. . . 

Trigonometric Functions: We would like to recall the angles below arcsin 0.0100, or below 34.4 mn Utes: 
statement of a fundamental proof that sin 6 = 6 = tan 0 We mey draw upon any of the hundreds of trigonome- 
as @ approaches zero, providing @ is expressed in radian ttic identities to speed us along our path df least resistance. 

measure. We may interpret this information into the It would appear we work most often with cosine compon- 
more conventional form of angular measurement in de- ents which are but slightly skew with respect to our refer- 
grees by noting: ence plane or line of motion. We may approximate the 

180 degrees = 7m radians, or cosine of small angles by application of the above cor- 
1 degree = 3.1416 radians = 0.01745 radians. respondence between trigonometric functions and radian 

30 measure through use of a familiar identity: 
_ in? 

The decimal value of one degree expressed in radians cos 2x = ; . ick, 
: : cos x = 1 - 2sin®x agrees very closely with both the sine and the tangent 

of 1° as reported in five-place tables. Within certain 2 / 
limits, therefore, we may determine either the sine or If the angle x is small, we may substitute the actual radian 

tangent of x, where x is a small angle measured in degrees, measure of the angle for its sine function: 
by finding the product cos x = 1 - 2x?(0.01745)? 

sin x = 0.01745 x, or tan x = 0.01745 x cos x =1- 0.00015x? 

The method is hardly more than 1% in error if used for This simple approximation serves admirably for cos x 
either the sine or the tangent of 10°—the method being through x = 40°. 

more applicable for expressing the sine function than (please turn to page 24) 
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by 
Robert Whitson e’52 

Low voltage shocks kill more people than lightning! that instant. Moist hands and a damp skin offer little 

Every person is familiar with the dangers surrounding resistance to the current. On the other hand dry, cal- 

high voltages, but all too few realize the dangers inherent loused skin would usually be highly resistive. The size 

in 110, 220, and 440 volts. A false security is present or area of contact is also a major factor of resistance. A 

because of the wide spread use of low voltages both in closed palm offers little resistance and may carry a large 

the home and in industry, yet every year over 700 per- current whereas the tip of the finger would only carry a 

sons are electrocuted in accidents involving voltages less small current. A grounded person gripping the metal 

than 750 volts. handle of a tool touching a charged body would offer 

The belief that voltage kills is only half true. The es- little resistance to the current flow. The determination , 

sential elements of dosage are the actual quantity of cur- of the amount of current flowing through the body may 

rent flowing through the body, the path of this current be made from Ohm’s Law. 

through the body, and the time the current flows through Voltage applied to body 

the body. That these factors are highly variable account Current through body = 

for the wide range of voltages by which one man is killed Resistance of body and contacts 

and the other only slightly shocked. It has been found experimentally that a threshold of 

perception of current shock for 60 cycle alternating cur- 

+ SUPPLY ql rent is 1 milliampere. “Further industrial experiment has i P P 
ae lf RX be (gs shown that if the current it limited to .3 milliampere the 

suppty in ah i | possibility of receiving the sensation of shock is small: 

The necessity of eliminating the sensation of shock is 

T important. Associated accidents such as injurious falls 

i . and dropped objects often occur because the person had 

t <i 33 IAT | been shocked slightly. . 

—— FT operator BECOMES Electrical accidents are not limited to those that kill. 

4 a GROUNDED, USUALLY ON Severe burns and flashed eyes are found too often. Burns 

T RS A WET OR DAMP SERENE, may result from contact with over heated conductors and 

iF ao) also from current flowing through the body. Burns severe 

‘ ~~ +— + +<— + << < enough to destroy bone and nerve tissue have been re- 

. es . . . corded. Deep penetrating burns such as these are pain- 
The time of contact is highly important in the severity pps is 

ful and difficult to heal, and. may be further complicated 

of the shock. If a man cannot let go from a charged ise inte 3 
y infection. Exposure to high volume electric arcs re- 

part severe muscular spasms may occur. Men have had . . : : 
. z sults in extensive third-degree burns that are likely to 

to be pried from charged wires long after death due to f . we 
prove fatal. Flashed eyes is an injury to the eye due to 

these spasms. Reasonably safe let-go currents for 60- ; : ‘ 5 ss 
le AC 7 dsi ili f d the inflamation of the retina caused by intense light. The 

exeS are ning an six milliamperes For men anc wom- intense light may be produced by arc welding or high 
en respectively. 1 

7 . . voltage arc-overs. 
If path of the current is through the region of the F ‘ “t 

. a oT : rom the above discussion it can be seen that the type 
heart ventricular fibrillation, a periodic or irregular flut- 4 ; ‘ 

: of electrical accident varies from that of a fatal nature 
ter of the heart muscles may occur. The heart will cease ef theyll 

: : to one of slight irritation. All are dangerous and can 
to supply blood to the brain cells and lungs, stopping “ae : : 

; . : ’ be prevented. Big industries appoint safety experts who 
breathing. If breathing and effective heart action are not cfWacw 3 - si 

. on - specialize in determining the cause of accidents and de- 
started again within a few minutes, death will result. In 1 j 

. velop methods to promote safety throughout the plant 
contrast, current flowing between two fingers of the same : : : 

; and in the field. It remains for the little shop and small 
hand would only cause a burn, depending of course upon. ‘ 5 : 

: : industries to look after electrical apparatus in a method 
the amount of current flowing. A partial nerve paralysis z 3 ‘ ; ‘ 
. “tye ~ both economical and efficient without incuring the cost 
is produced by a current of several milliamperes. This f so 7 

. . of maintaining a full time electrician. 
nerve block prevents the signal of the brain from reach- Safety 

ing the lungs and natural breathing EASES: Death will All too often a new machine is brought into the shop 
result unless methods of resuscitation are applied. dni : + g 

. and just plugged into the electrical outlet. For this reason 
The amount of current which flows through the no : ; 7 

: f . a, the designing of electrical equipment and electrically op- 
body is a factor which depends upon the conditions at (please turn to page 32) 
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| N by Fritz Kohli e’50 

ELL LISLE EE ES RS NS Et TES ES LS A BS ARO PERROTT RST, 

a 

REGISTRATION FOR members to attend a meeting of The A special election meeting will be 
PROFESSIONAL Milwaukee Alumni of Kappa Eta held on May 4 to elect officers for 

ENGINEERING STATUS Kappa on May 5. A dinner and the 1950-51 school year. On the 

apie — business meeting was held in the following day a group of metallurg- 
ig Hees RAHN perth Allis Chalmers Club House. The ists will vi the Nash Motors plant 

June engineering graduates who %: . L di d Fo. A Hi di . : 1 d * 
with te obtain Wisconsin “Engineer evening program me ui & an in nother pia meeting is p anne 

= Fooibn 33 ¥ ‘ spection and short discussion of the for the evening of May 18. 
in Training’ status will be given on 7 
June 14. DEW powdered coal-electric locomo- SPRING DANCE 

The new Wisconsin law requiring tive, developed and now being test- A . f I . d 

a written exam for professional reg- ed by the Allis Chalmers Company. h ne ea e nite eens Si 

istration conforms with the laws of By sgting aeiiianaiel dance: Was ce Ee on nd P, T., Soe . 
most other states, and “Engineer in hisld Ga.eonjunction: with, Cheeta Tau M ‘ 35 “th A a dion 

Training’ and ‘Deofeasional” regis- at the K. C. Hall on April 22. Music aL bess ued agi Unees ining : 8 was furnished by Dave Spots and Hall. Members and their dates 
tration will be recognized by most hi h danced to the music of Dave Spots 
other states: sotastey te nd his orchestra. Intermission en- 

A comprehensive article explain- os veveaiena es " ; pren P Warren Racine was elected pres- tertainment featured the “Sandpa- 

as he secails aad advalitages af ident of Triangle fraternity at an per Four” quartette. 
Professional” registration can be lection held April 24. Other offi- 

found on page 12 of the January vers cle nd oi . nore : CHI EPSILON 
1950 issue of THE WISCONSIN ee ee ene ee den Civil engineers being initiated 
ENGINEER. odney Johnson, Vice - presi ents into Chi Epsilon this spring are: 

Ned Breuer, Secretary; and Rich- Donald Derber, Franklin Gerschke, 

ASME ‘ ‘ ard McKeon, Treasurer. . William Kerttula, Richard Kolf, 
“The Engineer’s Role in Labor The newly elected officers were Donald Kechnia, Haebere Kron. 

Management” was the title of a installed on April 29 at an initiation holm, Kenneth Nelson, and Allen 

talk presented to ASME by Prof. banquet held at the Kennedy Man- Porter. 
D. D. Lescohier, PhD. on April 26. or. They will hold office during the SAE 

The new officers of ASME for 1950-51 school year. . / Mr- Earl Monson, a development 

the 1930-51 year are: Robert Wilson, Seven pledges were initiated into engineer with Nash Motor Corp. 

Chairman; John Losse, Vice-chair- the fraternity on April 29. The will talk to SAE on May 3. The 
man; Jim Forsyth, Corresponding new members ates Robert Graumol, dlectivn wf the 198054 officers will 

Secretary; Gerald Axel, Recording Ken Wright, William Filby, Rob- be held at this same meeting. The 

Secretary; William Gallagher, ert Spaude, Jim Collins, Richard candidates are: Chairman, Richard 

Treasurer; and John Apple, Poly- Davies, and Robert Sommerfeld. Smith and Bill Throndson; Vice- 
gon Board Representative. (Triangle’s annual spring formal chairman, Doug Gordon and Will 

Bob Bergman was awarded the will be held May 20 at the Capitol Gallagher; Recording Secretary, Al- 
first prize of twenty-five dollars in Hotel, with music furnished by lan Rose and Eugene Friedrich; Cor: 

the Student Paper Contest. Bob Wally Stebbin’s band. Triangle responding: Secretary: George: Si- 
Prien was awarded the second prize alumni are cordially invited to at- monds and Keith Kruel; Treasurer, 

of ten dollars. The Student Paper tend. Francis Manci and Jim Zirbes; and 
Contest is sponsored by the Rock MINING CLUB 7 Polygon Board Representative, Wal- 

River Section of ASME: The April meeting of the Mining ter Haese and Robert Ray. 

KAPPA ETA KAPPA Club featured a roast beef dinner The last meeting was held -on 

Delta Chapter of Kappa Eta followed by a talk on “Submarine April 5, at which time Mr. C. M. 
Kappa sent a delegation of sixteen Warfare” by Commander Metcalf. (please Hiznte Paxe-26) 
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S i H i hl i ht 
by Donald Miller m’50 and Donald Smithana e’50 

OMNIBAC tem is well adapted to computers and numbers will be fed into the 

A computing machine being de- because the two digits can be rep- machine by an operator at a key 

veloped by engineers of the General resented by a flow of current in one board similar to that of a standard 

Electric Company is said to be at direction or the other, or an on and typewriter. The typewriter trans- 

least 5000 times as fast as the hu- off of a switch. lates the information into the binary 

man being in solving complex The GE calculator does its work system and punches this into a tape 

mathematical problems. The ma- by means of 3300 electron tubes and such as is used for teletype. From 

chine will be used to help solve associated electrical circuits. It has this tape the instructions are record- 

complex engineering and scientific two memory cylinders which store ed on the machine’s memory cylin- 

problems. information in the form of magnetic der. 

The name omnibac refers to “Or- recordings. One cylinder contains : 
. . . : . ‘ If a problem is complex the ma- 

dinal Memory Inspecting Binary the instructions to determine what . 
‘ 3 . ; chine may then operate for hours 

Automatic Calculator”. It is a dig- the machine does and when. The . 
. i 4 or days, automatically, before pro- 
ital computer that deals directly other contains all the numbers the ; . 

: oe : : ducing the final result. 
with the digits of the original prob- machine will be called upon to use 

lem, as contrasted with the other in the solution to the particular UNDERGROUND METALS 

broad type—the analog computer— problem. CORROSION 

which translates the problem into The Omnibac will be most effic- Results of field tests that have 

analogous terms such as length, ient in working on problems that been going; on for many years on 
speed or voltage. It employes the might take days or weeks for pro: the underground corrosion of fer: 

binary system of counting, a sim- gramming alone. Programming is ous: and. noifértous.inétalecanid sal: 

plified method which utilizes only the sequence act up in advance by loys are now being analyzed at the 

two digits—1 and O—rather than the mathematicians for the solu- National Baveaw of Seandaeds, 
the 10 characters of the familiar tion of the problem. Once the pro- 

decimal system. The binary sys- gram has been set up, instructions Specimens of representative pipe 
materials have been exposed to soil 

~ — SSN : corrosion for periods of up to 14 

Fis, oo i Be Fern years. The corrosion was measured. 

“i ai ae =e oi as the loss in weight and the depth 
i a bc, Mh a Se _. 

L. ~~ ee 1 eS SB ag ee) of pitting. The tests were made at 
Sin <u ey eee : : : . 

: : ed re 15 different locations in this coun- 
_ A Ne OSE | ; *: . : : 

ce ot 7 ei eer aa a Ree try due to the differing soil condi- 
Pan ee ee Pi ee cs. Nec ea 7 % i ad 3 oy J tions 

boi are a Se er er gat ‘ 
eo Cena ee Ries. i a Lari Sis “oh ed * 

eee ——s be i | Sas bres Bre |e | owe Smee ec es Failure of metals underground 
Paes : psec S| | redeem atn ac eeae . . 

eg SS a Eee iL Stee ae ail as has, in the past, been attributed to 
~ SE ee ea Ss SSSR he | ME ig : . 

| e ‘eS oe ep Baad : TEC eS the discharge of stray electric cur- \PS | oe = a 
yi A eS aS | / i ee Pea rents or high acidity. Where such 

4 See a Seb 0 i YW baat a Ae conditions were not present it was 
Veo ee Mie: a a gee . . 
aces Re tl is!) ; ‘ ey | aamaee oe assumed that iron and steel pipe 
Dee ESS | bi SL cmd: Se . : a. 

eae a tl here es ea a | Aton might be expected to last indefinite- 
« iy eS - | | Chr cael a | 

——o ‘Qs ne ies Tea TY y ee, Pa ee eee 
i Pies S e : Pay ao Pe Sins The results of the field tests in- 

\ k ee ae : “ig 
a - 4 eS en) | as at dicate that the corrosion is more 

B an | i Be pee , : 4 a Bs Lee general and is a natural conse- 

: zg i eae 5 > an Py quence of normal physical, chemi- 

(Cut courtesy GE) cal, and biochemical action of soils 

Ontinibac computer. on metal surfaces. 
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Tests on the copper and its alloys 

with silicon, zinc, and nickel showed 

high resistance to soil corrosion in 

soils normally corrosive to iron and NM 
steel. Certain specimens of steels 

containing high percentages of REFERENCE TEST 

chromium and nickel were very re- Pe DETECTOR 
sistant to corrosion, Wrought iron 

specimens containing small amounts St 

of chromium, nickel, and modybde- 

num, which produce high resistance AMPLIFIER PULSE "FLOPOVER" PULSE AMPLIFIER 
to atmospheric corrosion in modern SHAREENER ciRoulr SHARRENER 

high strength steels, did not show 
appreciable difference in corrosion JL 

resistance. It is believed that con- 

ditions in soils do not favor the for- 
mation of tight, adherent rust de- 

posits on which corrosion resistance 
in the atmosphere depends. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF MICROWAVE REFRAGTOMETER 

MONEL PLASTIC (Photo courtesy Bureau of Standards) 
DEFORMATION Schematic diagram of Refractometer. 

Polorized light has been used to of alloying elements. is almost completely absent. By 

show plastic deformation in Monel The alloy composed principally shielding the parts and supplying 

metal. When Monel is polished and of zinc with small quantities of cop- water vapor to them it will be pos- 

etched by most etches it reflects per and beryllium added has almost sible to increase the wear many 

light equally well in all directions. the same characteristics as brass. times. It has also been found that 

When it is polished and etched with The alloy is, however, much cheap- certain organic vapors are about 

an aqueous solution of chromic and er than brass. The alloy has about 1000 times as effective as a water 
nitric acids in ammonium chloride, eight times the useful strength of vapor. 

the surface of the metal becomes any zinc alloy now in use. RECORDING MICROWAVE 
optically active and polarized light BRUSH WEAR REFRACTOMETER 

can then be used to detect the dif- Electrical contacts or brushes An instrument which measures 

ferences in grain orientation. Al- made of graphite used to transfer and records small difference in fre- 

though the method has been ap- current in electrical equipment used quency between two resonant cavi- 
plied only to Monel metal, it has in high-altitude aircraft have shown ties has been developed by a Na- 

been found that it is possible to very high rates of wear. In some tional Bureau of Standards scien- 

make other metals optically active. tests brushes wore out in an hour, tist. In its present form, the new 
These are other cubic metals such as while on the ground these same instrument can be adjusted over a 

copper, aluminum, nickel, and al- brushes would last many times as wide band of microwave frequen- 

pha iron. long. cies for measurement of dielectric 

From this study it was found that It has always been thought that constants of lossless gases and chang- 

with plastic deformation the direc- graphite was inherently slippery es in the dielectric constant of such 

tions of flow varied within small and was in itself a good lubricant. gases and very low-loss liquids and 

areas and the deformation in indi- It has been shown, however, that an solids. Its extremely high sensitivity 

vidual crystals was not uniform. invisibly thin film of moisture on permits operation with small test 
The deformation was not confined graphite was required for its lubri- samples. 

to areas near the grain boundaries cation. By testing the wear of graph- The key operating principle of 

nor to the center of the grains but ite brushes in a vacuum it was found the refractometer is the comparison 

depended upon the orientation of that some wore as fast as an inch in of two cavity resonators (microwave 
adjacent crystals and direction of an hour. When a small amount of equivalent to a tuned circuit). A 
the stresses they imposed. In cases water vapor was added to the cham- test sample (gas, liquid, or solid) is 

of severe plastic deformation it is ber the wear was reduced to one invpoduced, its Gre of two other 

believed that there was a bending thousandth as much. wise identical cavities. The resultant 

of the crystal lattice. The explanation for the high difference in resonant frequency be- 

STRONG ZINC ALLOY rate of wear of brushes at high-al- tween the two cavities is then a 

Zinc, which has in the past been titudes has therefore been found. measure of the dielectric constant of 
considered relatively weak, has been At high-altitudes in the rarefied air the test sample. Sensitivity of the 

made as strong as brass by means at low temperatures the water vapor (plea! (ami We page 20) 
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Al | Not 
by Hank Williams e’50 

Manuel Cutler, (‘09), was named Engineer with the Public Utilities and Richard Mendelsohn, all EE’s, 
Engineer of the Month by Milwau- Commission in Honolulu. 50’ are on a training program at 

kee Engineering in March. Mr. Cut- The following 1949 graduates are ee 4s o Leas New gener 

ler retired last July after 33 years employed with the City of Milwau- arry nig (50), and John 
f . S : 4 f th kee: Ashenbrucker, (’50), are now work- 

OF SBENICE BS uperinten ent of & ne ing in the sales division of the Wis- 
Bureau of Bridges and Public Herbert A. Goetsch; John Guy consin Power and Light Company. 

Building in Milwaukee. In advising Hahn; Floyd M. Whitmore; are They are stationed in Beaver Dam, 

young engineers Mr. Cutler is quot- with the Bureau of streets. Martin Wisconsin, at the present time. 
ed in the magazine as saying: “AL- L. Bachhuber; Glenn A. Goldsmith; LaVerne Stelter, (’50), is employ- 

. . . and Kazuo Kubota are with the ed with the Wisconsin Power and 
ways continue to study, investigate . ‘ 

Bureau of Sewers. Light Company and at present is 
and learn about new advancements king in Foad du L . : 

Paul Lillard, (15), died ina Chi.  W0FKing in Fond du Lac, Wisconsin. being made, seeking to improve a 2 Ralph L. Woods, (’49), is with 

rself in means of expression, cago hospital on December 30, the Bell S He is i ‘th L Ou . 

y — . . P 2 1949. He was unmarried. Following li “ a ystems ete is An the “ong 
that is either in writing or speaking. sraduation, he wotked dix Madison ines department. 

In this way, advancement will nat- for five years, part of the time with MLE. 

urally come with a corresponding the Wisconsin Highway Commis- Jay S: Plymesser, (’47), is at pres- 
returt: {im cemuneration.?2 sion and part of the time with ent working at the Des Moines plant 

Mead and Seastone. Most of his of the Firestone Tire and Rubber , > 
/ Aeoipls J Ackerman, (’26, ce’32), active career was spent in Chicago Company. 
is Vice President of the Hydroelec- as a structural designer. He had Ch.E. 

tric Construction Department, F. T. been in poor health for a number Robert U. Haslanger, (+), as- 

Matthias, (c’31, ms’33, ce’40), is of years preceding his death. sistant general manager of the 
eee , Western Division of Monsanto 

F Beseil . & : Brot Walter S. Lacher, (’07), has re- Chemical Company, has been put in 
of Drazian engineering companies cently retired as secretary of the charge of sales development activi- 
with headquarters in Rio de Janeiro. American Railway Engineering As- ties of the company’s Texas Divis- 

Matthias wrote recently as follows: sociation, a position that he had ion here. 

“We have a very interesting pro- held since the death of the former Mr. Haslanger came to Monsan- 

gram of construction at present in- secretary, Elmer T. Howson, (’06). to in 1939, serving five years in the 
volving tunnels, concrete dams, earth Mr. Lacher was on the staff of the company’s Plastics Division re- 

dams, canals and pump houses all Wisconsin Engineer when he was a search department at Springfield, 

designed to handle an ultimate flow student. Mass., and subsequently as an en- 
of 7600 second feet. This is the E.E. gineer in the General Development 

principal project under construc: The A. C. Nielsen Company Department in St. Louis. In 1947 he 
ton and eventually we will divert headed by Arthur C. Nielsen (’18) became assistant to the president 
this volume of water from its pres- sithounced oh March 4 thy dalek at the company’s general offices in 

ent drainage area and dump it 1100 f the H ne ing St. Louis. 

feet down through a power house over oF the frooper Rating ‘Service, He was transferred to the West 
hat ists. We shall also have Nielsen has developed “an elec- inane € ate 

os nw ny : a ° “ee : tronic audience research service of ern Division in September, 1948, a8 to install additional generating oa € assistant to the general manager. 
capacity in the exIStINg POWSE house. unmatched accuracy, reliability and He became assistant general man- 
Our construction budget for this usefulness”. Which is now the sole ager of the Western Division in 

year 1s about 23 million dollars source of network audience re- February, 1949. 

which represents a sizeable amount search. The Nielsen-reatings are Prior to his association with Mon- 
of work.” Mr. Ackerman, in addi- 

‘ , now being made available to all santo, he was employed by the Mar- 
tion, has been elected director and : . athon Chemical Com d th 

vice-president in charge of engi- former Hooper ratings clients. pany and the 
1 . ~ Burgess Cellulose Company. 

neering of Canadian-Brazilian Ser- Arthur Gennrich, Joseph Beis- : . . 
: > p A native of Marinette, Wisconsin, 

vices Limited, of Toronto, Ont. hel, Richard A. Gall hn F. M 3 ‘ 
chel, Richard A. Gall, John F. Mc- Mr. Haslanger is married and has 

Alvin E. Pierce, (’49) is Assistant Coy, John Stark, Harold A. Cork, three children. 
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When women go wrong, men go right - - after them. Love is like a fried egg. Looks pretty at first, but the 
x * * moment you take a stab at it, it becomes a big mess. 

Mother: “Daughter, didn’t I tell you not to let strange "FF 
men come to your apartment. You know how it makes It was a C. O. D.—Come Over Drunk. 
me worry.” ob 

Daughter: “It’s all right, mother, I went to his apart- I call my girl Baseball, because she won't play without 
ment now let his mother worry.” a diamond. 
_ * OK Ok * Ok Ok 

First Indian: “Ugh.” “That’s quite some strapless evening gown you’ve got 
Second Indian: “Ugh.” on. What keeps it up?” 
F. I: “Ugh.” “A city ordinance.” 
S. L: “Ugh, Ugh.” “a 
F. I: “Don’t change the subject.” Her hand touched mine: Sensation. 

* OK Ok Her hair was close: Contemplation. 

“Must you drive with one hand?” the pretty young Her lips brushed mine: Temptation. 
thing inquired. Footsteps in the hall: Damnation! 

“Well, the car won’t steer itself,” answered her lawyer * * 
friend. It doesn’t take a young wolf long to find out that a gal 

= * * is a lot like a typewriter. Touch the wrong spot and all 
“Pardon me,” said the stranger, “are you a native here?” you get is bad words. 
“Yes,” was the answer, ‘I’ve been here a goin’ on sev- * OK Ok 

enty years now. What can I do for you?” What is an extreme optimist? ‘ : + 
7 i looking for a criminal lawyer. Do you have any A man who sits in the back row of a burlesque house 

here? ..,, and. winks at the chorus. “Well, we’re pretty sure we have, but we can’t prove it.’ kok x 
x Ok Ok 

A I . : . ‘ : ; Bank teller to customer: “sorry, Mr. Jones, but your gentleman in the optical business was instructing his 
5 ” son in the technique of chiseling a fair and honest price wife beat you to the draw. rar gk & out of a customer. He said, “Son, after you have fitted 

1s th . “5 the glasses to the customer, and he asks, ‘what is the What’s the matter with your finger? ; charge?’ ” you should say: 
Oh, I was downtown getting some cigarettes yesterday a . 

The charge is ten dollars. and a clumsy fool stepped on my hand. 
* Ok Ok “Then pause and wait for the flinch. 

Son: “Pop, what’s an optimist?” “If the customer does no flinch, you say: “That’s for the , ? 
Pop: “It’s a man who thinks his wife has stopped smok- frames; the lenses will be another ten dollars. 

ing cigarettes when he finds cigar stubs in the ash trays.” “Then you pause again—but this time only slightly— 
OOK Ok and again you watch for the flinch. 

“Roger! Roger!” “If the customer doesn’t flinch, you say: Each.” 
“Yes, Ma!” x OK Ok 
“How many times must I tell you that a cuspidor is to The old fashioned girl used to stay home when she 

spit in.” had nothing to wear. 
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‘ circuit is then directly proportional opment at the Bureau of Standards 

c1Eewce s 6s to the frequency difference between in the realm of atomic instrumenta- 

the two cavities. In calibrating the tion, is basically a miniature cyclo- 

(continued from page 17) microwave refractometer, it is de- tron. The omegatron has already 

present instrument under laboratory sirable to use rare gases such as made significant contributions in 

conditions is 200 cycles per second argon or helium whose dielectric two fields: First, it makes possible 

at an operating frequency of 9000 constants have been measured very for the first time the high precision 

megacycles. precisely at optical frequencies. measurement of the faraday direct- 

A klystron oscillator is used as a With solids and liquids very high ly by physical means rather than by 

microwave signal source and is fre- sensitivity to small changes in die- electro-chemical methods as used 

quency-modulated with a sawtooth lectric constant could be obtained by previously. Second, the value of the 

wave. The radio-frequency output filling the entire test cavity with the nuclear magneton can now be de- 

from the klystron is fed to a T- material. But, except in the case of termined, from which determina- 

junction which sends equal parts of practically lossless substances, this tions of the ratio of electron mass 

the signal to the cavity resonators, would seriously decrease the Q of to proton mass can be made with 

one functioning as a test cavity, the the cavity. The restriction to low- greater precision than ever before. 

other as a frequency reference. The loss materials is necessary because Since the faraday was defined as 

cavity outputs are then fed through the Present equipment is sensitive a quantity of electicity, many at- 

| identical crystal detectors, ampli- to changes in the Q of the test cav- tempts have been made over a 

fiers, and pulse sharpeners. The TY . . . period of 100 years to determine its 

pulse pairs, repeated at a rate de- It is believed that information precise value. There is even a dis- 

termined by the sawtooth frequen- yielded by this instrument on the crepancy between the two best previ- 

cy, then go to a trigger circuit. The refraction of the atmosphere at ous determinations using iodine and 

first pulse turns it on and the sec- high frequencies oall halp te oe silver solutions. This inconsistency 

ond turns it off. The output of the plain long-range “freak” reception has proved distressing in the re- 

trigger circuit is a rectangular wave which has long been a phenomenon vision of tables of atomic constants, 

with constant amplitude but vari- of radio propagation. since the faraday is a key compo- 

able width. The average value of THE OMEGATRON nent of these tables. 

this wave as measured in a meter The omegatron, a recent devel- (please turn to page 30) 

ineeri Service Your Car Complete Stock of Engineering 
At Special May Prices 

BOOKS and SUPPLIES . . 
With overhauling of your motor, both new 
or rebuilt . . . Or a complete tune-up for 

ly summer driving. 
° Patronage ear 

12/2 % Refund 124%2% And for new beauty, have our car experts 
wash and simonize your car today. 

coor DivpExDs DANSIN AUT 
HAVE BEEN DECLARED O SERVICE 

—————— 205 N. Bassett Street Dial 5-4271 

Gifts for the Graduate — 

PEN AND PENCIL SETS ee . s. 299 

ORGS Thesis Time Is Here Again 

LEATHER BRIEF CASES Hors te 
THESIS SPECIALISTS 

Do Your Work! 

Tohit’ Goobslre COLLEGE TYPING 
echnical Between State and Langdon on the 

1325 University Ave. Madison 5, Wis. Lower Campus 
5-7497 
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New Duo-Cone loudspeaker, developed at RCA Laboratories, achieves the illusion of “living presence.” 
Continue your education 

with pay—at RCA 
* 7m vA S “a Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA 

ent Victor—one of the world’s foremost manu- Music lovers’ ‘horn ef plenty po ee nm 
offers you opportunity to gain valuable, 
well-rounded training and experience at 
a good salary with opportunities for ad- ina * La oe oF » vancement. Here are only five of the many For years, working toward the ulti- the all-important “overtones” lie. RCA’s | Yancement. Here are only five ofthe x mate in sound reproduction, scientists | Duo-Cone loudspeaker reproduces every © Development and design of radio re- 

have sought for living presence —the overtone = ie bes peak of jae orn tiene en : A phe: 
« . + . range—and faithfully gives you the dee graph combinations). illusion that a musician or speaker is 8 & ; P © Aavanced develooment and idesigncof a ceed nn low notes of a bass drum! : ; talking, singing, playing in your home. i AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F iN ith RGM foun. sad In addition, the RCA Duo-Cone loud- induction heating, sable communications ow, wi 's Duo-Cone loud- eo equipment, relay systems. : > i. Li achioved. Tacsoucd speaker’s wide angle of sound pervades every © Design of component parts such as 
speaker, the goal is achieved. Two sound- commer of a room without sharply directed coils, loudspeakers, capacitors. 
cones in acoustical alignment reproduce _ blast or blare. Its response to tones of every © Development and design of new re- d without distorti d gi frequency i th. flowi d cording and producing methods. soun: withou ustortion, an give you ‘eque! icy 1s smooth, lowing, and even. © Design of receiving, power, cathode 

every tonal value from a frequency of 30 * * * ray, gas and photo tubes. 
= oa See th vesé- ade lio, television, Write today to National Recruiting Divi- on to 15,000 cycles. It is in the area above eae we edoanves of radio, television, and sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Teron electronics at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 W. 49th St., an é a frequency of 4,000—seldom touched ‘scion 4 ee ' Also many opportunities for Mechanical y New York. Admission is free. Radio Corporation of ‘and Chemical Engineers and Physicists 

by conventional speakers—that most of America, Radio City, N. Y. . 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 

World Leader in Radio — First in Television 
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R cb, by employ of the carriers are the “civils.” In the early days, 

se? in fact, even up to the beginning of the present century, 

(continued from page 11) the activities of the civil engineers were confined to the 

of top flight officers who came up the “hard way,” have location and construction of new lines and the relocation 

imposed severe limitations on the opportunities for en- and reconstruction of existing lines, as well as the design 

gineering graduates to get a start in the shop or the and construction of bridges. The maintenance of both 

roundhouse. However, every railroad has its mechanical tracks and structures was termed a practical matter in 

engineer and an engineer of tests, each of whom heads which “practical” men were deemed more proficient. 

up a staff that is engaged in engineering work of a high But that point of view has disappeared in all but a few 

of electrifications of the so-called “steam” railroads is ex- emote situations. 

order. Units costs are now so much higher than they were 

While the likelihood of further important extensions > years ago that “rough and ready” methods can quickly 

of the so-called “steam” railroads is exceedingly remote, result in enormous economic losses. In no industry has 

the electrical engineer is assuming a place of continually there been a greater increase in unit labor costs; track 

increasing importance on the roads. In the first place, the men earn as much in an hour today as they were paid for 

| diesel locomotive, which is really diesel-electric, with em- an entire 10-hour day at the beginning of the century. 

phasis on the “electric,” demands the attention of electrical Consequently, any plan for improved supervision or for 

men. Another influence to this same end is the marked the replacement of men by machinery will receive a re- 

growth in the application of air conditioning, a field in  spectful hearing. Roadbeds that fail under today’s loads 

which the railways were pioneers. The addition of the and speeds after having carried the traffic of earlier years 

power requirements for air conditioning to those imposed with no signs of distress, will be subjected to scientific 

by car lighting has completely changed the status of the study before resort to remedial measures, whereas such 

passenger coach as a power plant and is demanding a com- problems were formerly dealt with on the basis of “prac- 

plete redesign of the service and standby facilities in pas- tical experience” but often with rather inconclusive results. 

senger stations and coach yards. Moreover, as railway man- Thus, changing times have brought about a remark- 

agements have become aware of the new significance of able expansion in the utilization of civil engineers. 

lighting, the illumination engineer is finding a place in Whereas they were employed initially in engineering 

the picture. per se, there is now a large outlook for them in an ad- 

Railway signaling will be founded in the future, as in ministrative positions, such as division engineer, district 

the past, on the track circuit, but it is being greatly ex- engineer and engineer maintenance of way. The extra- 

panded as more and more examples of the economies ordinary growth in the application of power equipment 

of CTC (centralized traffic control) are brought to in construction and maintenance has led to the creation 

light. Electronics, on the other hand, is being applied of a new field of usefulness for the technically trained 

for an entirely different purpose—primarily for com- man in such positions as superintendent (or engineer) of 

munication between members of a train crew separated work equipment, which call for both engineering knowl- 

from each other by the length of a mile-long train, or edge and administrative ability. From the standpoint of 

between members of different trains, or between trains the technical knowledge called for, it would appear that 

and stations. This trend has gone far enough on some training in mechanical, or even electrical, engineering 

roads to give rise to the creation of the position of elec- would prove most useful, but because the men occupying 

tronics engineer. these positions are drawn from the official ranks of the 

The electrical engineer in railway employ occupies a maintenance of way department, nearly all of them possess 

somewhat anomalous position. Only on the half dozen a background in civil engineering. 

roads with important mileages of electrified lines are the Railway engineering departments have always been 

electrical engineers segregated in a subdepartment under dominated by college trained men, and other conditions 

the supervision of a chief electrical engineer. Normally, being equal, the engineering graduate invariably receives 

each separate group is attached to some department the the preference when positions are being filled. There is 

head of which is not usually an electrical engineer. Thus, some difference of opinion among maintenance officers 

the signal engineer usually reports to the chief engineer, as to the adaptability of engineering graduates for posi- 

who is almost invariably a civil engineer. Other electrical tions as track supervisor or roadmaster, and working agree- 

engineers are divided between the engineering and me- ments with organized labor have imposed virtually pro- 

chanical departments, while the superintendent of com-  hibitive obstacles to the assignment of trainees to positions 

munication, usually an electrical engineer, is generally as section foreman and carpenter foreman. Moreover 

attached to the transportation department. It is gener- there are good reasons why the managements should hold 

ally recognized that the place of the electrical engineer such positions open for the recognition of ability in men 

is taking on a greater importance, and it may be that this who have not had the benefit of a college education. 

trend will eventually bring about the the creation of However, the fact remains that substantially all promo- 

an electrical department. tions of assistant division engineer and above go to men 

By far the largest single group of engineers in the who were graduates of engineering courses. 
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: Artist's drawing of the Marshall Laboratory, FA 

RESEARCH DECENTRALIZED 00 0. Pon tsborotory tor research on fin 
ishes. Under construction at Philadelphia, it 

7 i 7 Ti should be ready for occupancy by late 1950. Du Pont scientists pursue their studies 

from Buffalo, N. Y., to Orange, Texas are engaged in technical activities 

0 lc cr re es rr—“OiOiOCOCOCOC*siCs*iC*C*C;*CES 7 ESS RR ASCE eee 
of ~~ oo  _ oT ( Interchange of thinking 

| er Ue ; 
Ff ~All manufacturing departments may 

| Gi cE be draw on the services of the chem- 

I] el Gg CP [| \aboratories of the company in Wil 
7 i ee Se 6 > a mington. In addition, the Chemical 
| > S.rti<“i~i‘“‘“‘“‘( C:;*; Department’s library at the Wil- 
| = «(Du Pont has 42 researchand \ 4 mington Experimental Station cir- 
| | levelopment laboratories a a culates reference material, conducts 
[. located in 10 stat. ™~ (iiterat id patent h id Lo > located in 10 states ho LS erature and patent searches an 

(oo or. ee ) __ issues a weekly abstract of pertinent 
oe . fo (2) See : articles found in the important chem- 

| NBR OK NN NR _C_ cal journals of the world. This sup- 
— ve AO NNN Ce plements normal work of this kind 
PX Lp ap SN yD done by the various manufacturing 

ee ie Se : yo es search man may work, he has every 
po rr a ~ .», opportunity to use his best talents, 
Be ean, er ee ee eee to advance as his abilities develop, 

and to profit by interchange of think- 
. x sth scienti h om- 

E DU PONT COMPANY is a large _are only a few of the places where ing wit scientists Wi] oseiminds:com 
| Sand plement his own. 
company. Its many manufactur- Du Pont scientists are now at work. ; 

ing plants are now located from Each manufacturing department —*7/ereare iat es ont mean ulactuning ree 
Maine to California. Likewise, the does fundamental research as well as _sives; Fabrics & Finishes; Film; Grasselli Chemicals; 
Company’s research activities are applied research on new processes Pe an ee hole: Rroducte:, Bigments, 
spread over a wide area. From the and products. xe ® 
Founder’s informal scientific experi- 

Fj ini SEND FOR “This Is Du Pont,” 52 pages of 
ments on the Brandywine have Many types of training information on Du Pont’s methods, prod- 
sprung 42 research and development At any one time, many hundreds of _ucts, facilities, geography. Fully illustrated. 

laboratories in ten states. different projects are under way in ‘Fer your free copy, write to the Du Pont 
: Company, 2503 Nemours Building, Wil- 

Each manufacturing department* these laboratories. Though a rela- mington, Delaware. 

has its own research director and _ tively large number of Du Pont tech- 

maintains facilities for studies in its nical people are chemists and chem- 
specialized fields. Thus, researchhav- _ ical engineers, other fields of training 

ing to do with dyes, neoprene and _ ave Strongly represented. 
fine chemicals is centered at Deep- Among the scientists working with REG.U.S. PAT OFF 

water, N. J.; research on cellophane Du Pont are mechanical, electrical, BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 
and other transparent wrapping films civil, industrial, mining, petroleum, THROUGH CHEMISTRY 
at Buffalo, N. Y.; researchon viscose textile, architectural and safety en- a 
rayon at Richmond, Va.; and re- gineers, physicists, metallurgists, bi- TT TTF Tom 

search on coated and impregnated _ ologists and mathematicians. About are ag as sta oe 
fabrics at Newburgh, N. Y. These 30% of these men and women who —-°S4mertca”” Tuesday Nights, oast to Coast 
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Slide R / _ee By such substitutions as have been proposed above, it 
is possible to eliminate trigonometric functions from a 

(continued from page 13) great many calculations. 

cos 40" = 1 - 0.00015(40)” Line of Sight: In this age of flagpole sitters, balloon 

= 1 - 0.00015(1600) ascensions, rocket flights, and television, the line of sight 

= 1 - 0.2400 problem needs refurbishing. 

cos 40° = 0.7600 If a television transmitting antenna is h feet above the 

Four-place tables give the value, 0.7660. The error general surrounding terrain, reception will be possible at 

is 0.78/%. At 30" and 20" we observe 0.115% and 0:0324% ground level d miles from the tower where the wave has 

errors, respectively. become tangent to the earth’s surface. The geometry 

The physical interpretation of the method of approx- of the situation reveals that the distance to the horizon 

imating cosine values is the substitution of the first along a line of sight is the approximate geometric mean 

quadrant segment of a parabola for the actual cosine between the height of the tower and the diameter of the 

curve. The parabola crosses the Y-axis y=1.000 and earth, or, 

crosses the X-axis at X-81.1. The error, of course, being d= \/7910 xh = V/1.5h 

that the actual cosine curve does not intercept the X-axis 5280 

until x = 90 in degree measure. If a transmitting antenna is some 300 feet above the 

Strangely, these approximations are about the only neighboring ground level, the range becomes, 

practical tool for expressing the functions of extremely d = \/450 = 21 + 9/43 = 21.2 miles 

small angles such as are encountered in the most A householder with a 50-foot receiving antenna may be 

exacting of sciences, astronomy. Thus the sine (tangent) a few miles beyond the arc of tangency and still have 

and cosine of one second of arc become reception. We may apply the formula again and de- 

0.000004848137 and 0.999999999988, respectively. termine the reach on this form of shoestring catch: 

The moon and the sun, almost barn-like in appearance in d’ = \/1.5h’ = \/75 = 8.7 miles 

our heavens, subtend but approximately 30 minutes of Without interference reception is therefore limited by 

arc. Whereas the apparent positions of even the closest theory to a modest 20-30 miles, experiences of phenomena 

stars as viewed from opposite sides of the earth’s orbit of reception with comparable antennas over distances 
change in the approximate magnitude of one second of of 80-90 miles notwithstanding. Sunspots, dust, other 

arc. atmospheric and physical influences may be accountable. 

Excellent congruence with existing navigational tables 

is found with a similar formula derived for expressing the 

Nn NATIONAL distance to the horizon in nautical miles, 
(a Nx a = OJh 

3 

a The latter formula being useful for ocean carp, who, 

es? if they can jump nine inches out of water, can spot 

rae ee flotsam a nautical mile away. River carp, of course, are 
re expected to use d = \/1.5h. Oddly enough, they need 

jump but eight inches to scan the first statute mile. 

e The second mile is rougher, but that brings up a little 

ut iS economics on television towers. 

e The so-called “broadcast range” of a given tower is 

Sometime you'll be name in your proportional to the square root of its height. There is in- 

looking for some- ! area served is proportional to its height. There is in- 

thing racy in race- note book! centive, at least, to go the limit on tower heights until 

ways. Or you'll want some other factor outweighs the potential market which 

asbestos cable that really beats the heat. | 2 be served. 
National Electric has all that plus everything else Logarithms: Approximations in terms of logarithms are 

you'll want in the way of a complete line of at times useful in obtaining a relative answer. The diffi- 

electrical roughing-in materials. Everything in the culty lies in finding a suitable “transition piece” to get 

field of wires, cables, conduit, raceways and from thinking in terms of real numbers to the logarithms 

electrical fittings, of those numbers. 
NE has been the symbol of quality It remains very useful to recall that the base 10 logarithm 

for more than 45 years. ‘ 5 ; 
. of the integer 2 is very nearly 0.3, and then proceed to fix 

e e NE isa in our minds various other related logarithms. Our orig- 

National Electric good name inal error is approximately 0.3%. W. d 
PROCUCTS CORPCRATION to ie ea: eae i al 

PITTSBURGH 30, PA. remember. to state: 
(please turn to page 32) 
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Wayne King, “The Waltz King", is one of America’s television show is a delight to see and hear—and it 
most popular entertainers. His weekly Standard Oil makes him one of Standard Oil’s best salesmen. 

More than sweet music 

comes from this horn 
| Let’s assume that Standard Oil researchers and we need to make new products. Our present em- 

engineers have fully developed and tested a new, ployees become more secure in their jobs, and new 

| outstandingly improved petroleum product. Let’s jobs open up. 

| assume that the product has been made and dis- Good salesmanship, you see, is vital to all of us. 

tributed to Standard Oil dealer stations. But good salesmen must have good products to sell 

What happens then? —and that is why research and product engineer- 

‘That’s where Wayne King and all our other sales- ing, as carried on at Standard Oil and other pro- 

men take over. They inform the public about this gressive companies, is also vital. 

new product. And when the public buys, there’s Good products plus good salesmanship are an 

work for people to do all down the line: work for the unbeatable combination that helps make our coun- 

service station man, for the refiner, the pipeline try great and the American standard of living the 

man, the driller. The more we sell, the more people highest in the world. 

Standard Oil Company Ganbari STANDARD 
(INDIANA) 
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2. A picnic to be held at Olin Park is An election meeting is planned 

ampud eee planned for May 27: for May 11 to elect new officers for 

(continued from page 15) ETA KAPPA NU the coming year. Movies will be 
. . sh d refresh: t d. 

Bently, Vice-president of Delux: The spring initiation of Eta Kap- ee NEEDS SOE 
Products Corp. spoke on the sub- pa Nu will be held in the Memorial THETA TAU 

ject “The Relation of Lubrication Union on May 11. The initiation Theta Tau fraternity plans a gala 

and Filtration to Engine Life.” banquet, served in the Beefeaters weekend on May 27-28. An ini- 

ASCE Room will feature as guest speaker, tiation ceremony will be held during 

The May meeting of ASCE fea- Mr. George Steinmetz, Chief Engi- the afternoon of the 27th, followed 

tured a movie entitled “Prestressed neer with the Wisconsin Public Ser- by the election of officers for the 
Concrete” furnished by Preload vice Commission. Mr. Bernie King, coming year. These events will be 

Enterprizes. electrical engineering instructor, will followed by an initiation banquet to 

The Sixth Annual Midwestern act as toastmaster. be held at the Capitol Hotel. The 

Conference of ASCE Student Chap- TAU BETA PI a ian a open by a pic. 
ters will be held at Purdue Univer- Prof. Hi d B. Gill of the Uni nic for all members and alumni the 

3 i ni- : 
sity on May 19-20° The Wiscon- ne ower m of the following day. 

. . versity Sociology Department will 
sin Chapter will be represented at . AIEE 

: If be the guest speaker at the spring 

ek or al 2 ti decd initiation banquet of Tau Beta Pi. Nathan D. Pingel was elected 

vt — ene IO eIOR Prof. Ben G. Elliot will serve as Chairman of AIEE for a coming 

an omas wwmson. toastmaster at the banquet which year at a meeting on April 26. Clif- 
AIChE Will be‘tield in the’Roundtable’Room. ford D. Lau was elected Vice-chair- 

A meeting will be held on May af die Memorial Unions man and John W. Armstron, Secre- 

11 for the purpose of electing offi- tary-treasurer’ 

cers for the following school year. IRE The speaker for the evening was 

Movies will also be shown at this Mr: John Biggs of Collins Air- Mr. Henry Worthman of the Dow 

meeting. Plans will be made to craft presented a talk, with slides, Corning Corporation who presented 

particiapte in Parents weekend on the subject of aircraft instru- a talk on the newly developed sili- 

which will be held on May 20-21. ments at the May 4 meeting of IRE. con electrical insulation. 

EE ———— 

- perneshee PERFECTLY- CENTERED | 

core. CONDUCTORS 

iN es . 3 If you liked 
Concentric conductor has ample ce ‘ 

flexibility for ordinary wiring Dey h e 1 
| this year's 

gas | | 
Mate 4 Rope-stranded conductor gives ex- | 
ACL treme flexibility to portable cables 
cS 5 boy a | 

Segmental conductor reduces skin PY engineer | 

effect, increases current rating ee | 

bscrib UW subpscripe Now 
neven walls of insulation are a potential source of 

cable failure. Perfect centering of the conductor, however, 
is automatically provided by Okonite’s Strip Insulating I 

Process in which continuous rubber strips of uniform thick- f 
ness are folded about conductor. Only by this method can or next year: 
insulation wall be gauged, inspected before application. 

Uniform walls of insulation are assured when you specify 
Okonite wires and cables. The Okonite Company, Passaic, 
New Jersey. | 

0 K ° N I T E PR ee12 15c Per Issue $1.00 Per Year | 

\ insulated wires and cables |} 
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Layout ee oe e . . 
Graduation Gift 

(continued from page 12) 

THE PROBLEM Suggestions 
A Madison firm which is a leading manufacturer of 

specialized and complex equipment became vexed by ® K&ESlide Rule 

gradually increasing “growing pains.” The time came ® Bruning Drafting Machine 
when it was necessary to make a definite move toward ® Reifler Drawing Set 
greater large-scale efficiency in order to meet competi- © Let . 
tors’ prices. | efax Engineers Manual 

Undoubtedly the biggest thorn in the company’s side | © Engineers Handbooks 
was the fact that as the company grew, new machines, | @ LeRoy Lettering Set 
assembly benches, employes, office space, stores, shipping | © FisxbleGuwe 

room area and so on were added as they were needed. | || 
Quite naturally, little thought was given at the time to the ® Sheaffer & Parker Pen Sets 
rolling-snow-ball effect and new space was taken where © Leather Brief Case 
it could be found. Another building was added. © Wisconsin Blanket 

A duplication of the first plant resulted from this; dual | . 

machine shops, offices, inventories shipping and receiving | 

rooms now had to be kept. | 1 

No standard size tote box was used throughout the | B ROW N S 
plant, and in many places discarded packing boxes served | 

cae BOOK SHOP, INC. 
Stores in both buildings held similar or identical items 

of raw stock, work in process, and finished goods. In- Friendly, Courteous Service 
ventories soared to over a million dollars. 

Tracing W. I. P. showed that some parts originated in 

one building, were trucked to the other one and returned 
to the first building again, sometimes traveling the | [> 

length of the plant several times in each building. ‘ of . 

Other factors, either the cause or effect of the new (yo Mw For your 

proposed layout were: some of the present machines were & ~, a own g00d 
going to be scrapped; new machines were on order; a new j a e a a - 4 we £0 

Ford truck is on order, which would conserve storage | |) 4 pee ay, ' under the 
space, change aisle requirements, and have a marked ef- “ 4 vy ; sh i hood 
fect everywhere in the shop. a; Le eg i a . 

Other problems, not directly concerned with the lay- : % ‘SIA o FP 

out are irrelevant here and won’t be mentioned. ; : cs 7 

THE SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS os q Z x os 

Probably the most important single factor was to move = | se Roms pe oe 
all fabrication to one building and all assembly to the i. WW se — if we forget 

other. The very nature of the business demanded this f ys ie —- to ask! 

step be taken, although it wouldn’t have been necessary > : [a im 

if only two distinctly different products were being manu- i 2 v. 

factured—As one of their engineers has said, they are . Ee | 

a “job shop on a production basis.” A cai. f 
Another important suggestion was to have the general = 3 , 

flow of the products approximate a semi-circle: from re- : . . i 
ceiving to machine shop to shipping, with the fabrication ~_— 

order synchronized with a physical loop of the plant. ? 

THE METHOD OF SOLUTION O LS ON S 

Now to leave the specific problem for a time and study PURE OIL SERVICE 
the general method used. After the need or desire for 

a different plant layout has been realized, and the prelim- 1443 University Ave. 
(please turn to page 34) ps 
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S. 0. Professor Owen began organizing mix the chemicals to produce a 
R. ° WeH... the summer survey camp at its pres- smoke screen over a certain area of 

. | ent location at Devil’s Lake, where the camp for some maneuvers. In- 
(continued from page 9) . : . . 

‘ : : it has been built up largely by stu- stead of being “too little and too 
continued as instructor until the fall > Le - 
éf 1917, when he left the Univer: dent labor. He was always known late”, his smoke screen was too 

sity fo take a cOmiBission, ad @ cap for being very active at summer much and too soon”, covering the 

tain, and later major, in the army camp. The students really had to whole camp and a good deal of the 

Corps of Engineers, Gn: the: trip scramble over the boulders to keep surrounding territory. 

eve 16. Beance Mei Owen; whio wal. up with him on surveys that he con- During his many years in Madi- 

ways was fond of instruments and ducted. son Mr. Owen has been connected 
gadgets, took a sextant along with While on the faculty, Mr. Owen with several land companies engag- 

him on the boat. While everyone served as assistant dean of men dur- ed in making subdivisions in and 

else was wondering where they were, ing the year 1921-22. He was also around Madison. He has also spent 

he took daily observations on the chairman of the discipline commit- a great deal of time in making land 

sun, and knew their position all dur- tee for a period of about five years. surveys for private individuals, 

ing the trip. In France he was as- He stopped teaching after the sum- largely employing student help. He 

signed to General Pershing’s intelli- mer session of 1948 to take a year’s says that his surveys have covered 

gence section at Chaumont. He re- leave of absence, after which he re- enough territory so that he could 

ceived the Order of the Purple tired. walk completely around the city of 

Heart and the French Academic In addition to being a member of Madison on land he has surveyed. 

Palms. the American Legion, Military Or- Professor and Mrs. Owen have 

He resumed teaching in the fall der of Foreign Wars, and the Socie- three daughters: Mrs. Sally Mar- 

of 1919, and was made head of the ty of American Military Engineers, shall, Mrs. Merle Hamel, and Mrs. 

topographic engineering department Professor Owen was active for a Betsy Steele. The latter two of the 

soon after that, when Professor long time as a colonel in the Wis- Owen girls are doctors. Mrs. Hamel 

Leonard Smith withdrew to take consin National Guard. During one has recently been appointed head of 
over as chairman of the structures of their frequent encampments at the new Madison Red Cross blood 
department. In the summer of 1920 Camp McCoy, he was assigned to center. There are eleven grand- 

children, between the ages of eight 

‘* . and fourteen. 

pa rtners in creating The Owen home, “Bungal-Owen”, 

is a large, rambling, Early-American 
K & E drafting instruments, equipment and materials house on a lake-front tract in Mo- 

have been partners of leading engineers for 81 years hona Village. Te has received men: 

in shaping the modern world. So extensively are these . , 

products used by successful men, it is self-evident that tion in most of the well-known: home 
K & E has played a part in the completion of nearly magazines in the country. The inte- 
every American engineering project of any magnitude. rior is decorated in authentic Early- 

Ka American style, with immense field- 

rN —. ae stone fireplaces, old furniture of that 

ar ; period, a grandfather clock, and a 

iinet Ls ' collection of old maps, ship’s barom- 

Meaning: Tate ~~ eters, and many other instruments. 

oo : ; oe . : Mr. Owen has always been interest- 

Ed y hes Dg y ed in furthering social activities 

— ye < among the engineering students. His 

a ee Sf ce d yy home was generously lent for func- 

ie . _ if [ tions and parties of the engineering 
ee ho soe + 

| a Oe : a societies, and for a long time the 

, ri : wa Owens put on a spring feed each 
; ae year for the civil engineering stu- 

x a dents. 

Although the long period of his 

service to the University as a pro- 

fessor has ended, Ray Owen has not 

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. retired from the other aspects of 

esr. 1867 his active life. He will probably con- 
NEW YORK * HOBOKEN, N. J. tinue in his occupations and_ his 

Chicago * St. Louis * Detroit 
San Francisco * Los Angeles * Montreal many hobbies for years to come. 
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|. 42.8% 1 -_— Strength factors of Long Life! 
/ _ No pipe that is provably deficient in any of these 

/ — strength factors should ever be laid in city streets 

When cast fron pipe is subjected to beam 
B E A M stress caused by soil settlement, or disturbance 

ithout beam strength—or, for that ot soll ns sees oe resting om ss or 
matter—without all of the strength factors STRENGTH ea Biss L they: soon eciclos eo Ibe of 

‘listed opposite—no pipe laid 100 years 15,000 Ibs. 
ago in city streets would be in service 
today. But, in spite of the evolution of The ability of cast iron pipe to withstand ex- 

traffic from horse-drawn vehicles to heavy fH RU SHIN G ternal loads imposed by heavy fill and un- 
trucks and buses—and to day's vast usual traffic loads is proved by the Ring 

. ST R E N GT H Compression Test. Standard 6-inch cast iron complexity of subway and underground Pipe withstands a crushing weight of more 
utility services —cast iron gas and water than 14,000 Ibs. per foot. 

mains, laid over a century ago, are 

serving in the streets of more than 30 The toughness of cast iron pipe which enables 
Cities in the United States and Canada. it to withstand impact and tratfic shocks, as 

h é ds th ti . well as the hazards in handling, is demon- 
Such serv: ace: records prove that cast iron S H 0 C K strated by the Impact Test. While under hydro- 
pipe combines all the strength factors of static pressure and the heavy blows from a 

long life with ample margins of safety. No STREN GTH 50 pound hammer, standard 6-inch cast iron 
pipe that is provably deficient in any of Pipe does not crack until the hammer is 

| these strength factors should ever be laid saat bicasah pe. ae eos Pro- 
in city streets. Cast Iron Pipe Research 

Association, Thos. F. Wolfe, Engineer, In full length bursting tests standard 6-inch 
122 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3. B U RSTI N G cast iron pipe withstands more than 2500 lbs. 

per square inch internal hydrostatic pressure, 
STRENGTH which proves ample ability to resist water- 

Qa hammer or unusual working pressures. 

Ht I PST ba set 
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Science tric field at right angles to the mag- cently developed by RCA. Dr. V. 

oes netic field. With this frequency K. Zworykin, Vice President of 
(continued from page 20) equals that of the rotating ions RCA Laboratories, explained that 

In addition to absolute mass (resonance) they will spiral out this would extend the usefulness of 

measurements, the omegatron’s high from the center and a collector their industrial television system 

resolution and extreme sensitivity placed at a fixed distance from the and could be accomplished with a 
make it ideal for analysis of gases center of rotation of the ions will minimum of additional equipment. 

and vapors, and for measurement give maximum ion current. In order to produce the stereo- 

of nuclear packing fractions (the Resonance is quite sharp and can scopic effect, two cameras side-by- 
excess of actual mass over mass be determined very precisely. The side would view the object in the 

number for any isotope) which are degree of sharpness is called the same way that the spacing of hu- 

important in atomic engineering “resolution” and is proportional to man eyes produces the effect of 
work. the number of revolutions an ion depth. The TV signals, correspond- 

The omegatron operates on the makes. For this reason, a set of ing to the two offset scenes, would 

same fundamental principle as a guard rings at high positive po- then be transmitted to two kine- 

large cyclotron, yet the heart of tential set up a trapping field which scopes, either through the air or 

it is no larger than a package of holds the ions in the field for more by suitable cables. The separate 

cigarettes. The so-called cyclotron than a millisecond, enabling thou- images would be combined and 

equation, w=eB/M, is applied to sands of revolutions to be made viewed through special filters to 

discriminate between particles of before being collected. This sen- give the three-dimensional effect. 

different mass. The ratio e/M is sitivity permits very small samples The entire industrial TV system 

found easily by determining w with to be used. A wide range of pres- operates on 110 volts, 60 cycle A. C. 

the aid of accurate frequency stand- sures may be used and excellent and consumes about one-third the 
ards and measurements of B by resonance peaks have been obtain- power of an electric toaster. The 

means of nuclear resonance meth- ed at pressures around 10-7 milli- equipment, including controls and 
ods. meters of mercury. power supply, weighs only 58 

As in the cyclotron, the omega- Television images can be given a pounds and is enclosed in a single 

tron employs a radio-frequency elec- third dimension by techniques re- carrying case. 

e e 

Modern power applications call for leather, too 
| SST 

There was something mighty | i 
impressive about those old- \ [' | iit 
time woodshed sessions with f t |! | [ 
Dad’s leather razor strop. Dad Nes 1/ | 
had a very effective way of put- S$ > : 
ting power to work via leather. = » ji & li I ' 

Here’s the modern way to Ly / SZ | 
transmit power by leather in =f A \ 
industry. The tension-control AS 38 Se | ! " es 
motor base puts the inherent ~ | O 
power -carrying advantage of \ \ aS ‘a 
leather to work in compact \ i > = J 5 a 
space. The base plus the “sin. — _/#(~ Sasi Sea 
gle-pull” leather belt make a Z ee A i) 
drive package that is “right” fa : , Se a 
for many vital spots in today’s aa be 1 J See 

ia aaTEY: if IEG ‘di J Wire cy ike 
} at eg 

vo Ae of, Wee? 
ee ‘ 2 : ao ee \ Co ee 

' SS ee eB {| 
' . teas Pe wun t1).-e a ee hy 

| Aenticafy \EATHER BELTING ~iiccalion ime i. | 5 rer fe 
tee ber pa (_ 
| Headquarters for Authentic Power Transmission Data = Le 
Sa  rrtrti—<CtiOsONSCONOOissSstSséat(isaéaeOC”’”r”sOrsOrsSsaeisziSrszauU*siNC'is#CC:CE Ae 1 1 PARK ROW, NEW YORK 7, NEW YORK = =—«—s—aci—ri=—sé<“‘(‘é‘sCO«r”w*swsSOSCSCs ie 
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a How to keep a rock crusher 
Bucs, from minding the grind 

if . . : ae (mee In a hammermill rock crusher, every revolution of 
to 4 \ ae oe (ga | the rotor shaft puts a heavy shock load on its bear- 
Nye .) me (C |= ings. Engineers have solved this problem by using 
ww fo = Qe ye Timken® tapered roller bearings. Timken bearings 

LM ee =| take the heaviest loads—both radial and thrust. 
ee ed They require a minimum of maintenance and 

<< normally last the life of the crusher. 

® 
Why TIMKEN” bearings can 

take the tough loads ERE 
In Timken bearings, the load is carried on a /ine WEEE eee a = “tg | roucn, evastic 
of contact between the rolls and races, instead of SURFACE ~ mS iA\ INNER CORE 
being concentrated at a single point. Made of | Ck gel fi 
Timken fine alloy steel, rolls and races are case- sistant 
carburized to give a hard, wear-resistant surface 

with a tough inner core to withstand shock. 

. Learn more 
2 oS a I , 

hag f= about bearings! 
od \] =  feicovnie TIMKEN Some of the engineering problems you’ll face after 

So ' : TAADE-MARK REG. U. . PAT. OFF graduation will involve bearing applications. If 
. ie ome TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS you’d like to learn more about this phase of engi- 

| tw = neering, we'll be glad to help. For additional in- 
az Ree, formation about Timken bearings and how engi- 

a oS neers use them, write today to The Timken Roller 

Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio. And don’t 
forget to clip this page for future reference. 

NOT JUST A BALL © NOT JUST A ROLLER ©> THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER a> 
< 

BEARING TAKES RADIAL ® AND THRUST -@- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION we 
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Shack so 8 8 Sliderute oe @ 

(continued from page 14) (conetiel front pase 24) 

erated machines has taken on a note of caution, safety log 4 = 2log 2 = 0.6, log 8 = 3log 2-09 

for the operator. Bus panels and control units for high log 5 =1-log2=0.7, log 9 = %4(1+log 8) = 0.95 
voltages are built with inter-locking systems that require log 3 = Yalog 9 = 0.48 Log 6 = log 2 + log 3 = 0.78 

the high voltage to be disconnected before the lock will These rough values for the logarithms of small num- 

open. These locks are masterpieces that will thwart even bers make it possible to obtain many other more difficult 

the most foolhardy repair man or operator. Another ex-  ecults. The cube root of 2 may be found approximately 
ample is the interlock safety switch used in connection through these crude logs. 1/3 log 2 = 0.1 = log 5 - log 4. 

with fuse boxes and switch boxes for equipment. A cam- 2 

like arrangement makes it impossible oS voe the switch The cue root of 2 is closely ahs of Lee . 710 — 708 is found by logarithms: 10 log 2 = 3.0; 2"° = 10%. 
while the door is open. The switch can be locked in the As a check upon our accuracy, 2" = 1024, whereas 

open position to prevent other than the one who locked 10* == 1000. Our original error was 0.33%. It has grown 

it from closing it. These are only two of many items de- to 2.4% It pays to keep in mind that approximations 

signed with the safety of both the operator and the re- vie, logarithms will introduce error very rapidly as the 

pairman in mind. To be sure that the equipment pur- powers used become higher. In other approximation 
chased is safe electrically it should bear the seal of the methods, we have found it necessary to establish a certain 

Underwriter’s Laboratories, Inc., which identifies the range throughout which the approximation holds suffi- 

unit as complying with the National Electric Code. ciently well. In terms of logarithms, our range applies to 

The designing of safety features in electrical equip the power of the exponent, but will remain undefined. 
ment must be followed by the proper installing and use The above method still may be used to obtain a rational 

of the equipment. Haphazard installation or lack of answer for the perennial poser of the investment that 
preventative maintainence can be just as dangerous as begins with a single penny on the first day of the 

turning on a light while standing in a bath tub. The re- month and then doubles each succeeding day for 29 addi- 
moval of equipment which is defective and beyond safe tional days. We may write each day’s investment down 

repair is only one means of preventing electrical accidents. a, 29, 21, 2%,.....,278, and 22°. First we should estab- 

In general the safety in the shop must be practiced and lish that the final day’s investment is simply one penny 

built into the shop. over half of the gross investment. This may be shown 

| By isolation, current carrying equipment should be en- to be true for any day leading up to the last day, and 

closed in special rooms, as established for transformers it can be shown to be true for the last day if a person 

and control panels, where ever possible. Where ever sticks to the task. We simply state, two cents the second 

electrical equipment cannot be isolated, fire resistant en- day vs. one already in deposit,, four cents the third day 

closures should be established. Such an enclosure may vs. three already accumulated, 8 cents the fourth day vs. 

be made of metal framing and heavy wire. The enclos- 7 cents on hand, etc. The total investment, therefore, 

ing unit serves a two. fold purpose. That of isolation and is very nearly 2 x 279 = 239, 

as a barrier against dropped tools or other short circuit- Changing over to logarithms, we express the logarithm 

ing items. Thus the equipment such as a motor or switch of our unknown number as 30 log 2 = 9. The number 
box would have little chance of being jammed by such of pennies, then, is 10° or one billion. The approximate 

dropped items. solution is ten million dollars. The actual solution: 

Barrier guards should be established where enclosures $10,737,418.23. 

are not possible. This is especially true around test We observe In20 = 3:0. Then Ine20* = 9. In other 

areas and experimental equipment present in many shops words, e? == 8000, and e!” = 2.718 (8000) = 22,000. Your 

to prevent any of the temporary wiring from being tamper-_ Slide rules generally limit calculations of e* to e! with 

ed with by an unauthorized person. When several test- the solution approximately that which is shown above. 

ing areas are in one location passages well marked and We may express 20 as an exponentional value of either 

clear should be present for the passage of personnel from 10 ore: 20=2%= 1018 

one area to another or through another. This is a com- Taking logarithms to an undefined base, 

mon practice in large plants yet a neglected precaution in log 20 = log e = 1.3 log 10. 
many of the smaller organizations. Selecting e as our base yields 33 = 1.3 In 10, or the 

By the proper grounding of dead metal and enclosures logarithm of 10 to the base e is approximately 3/1.3, or 

protection from the direct exposures to charged surfaces 7-3 You may recall 2.3026 as a closer value. 

is increased. The reason for electrical grounding de- Selecting 10 as our base yields 1.3 = 3 log e, or the 
velops because of the method of power transmission in logarithm of e to the base 10 is nearly 1.3/3 = 0.433. 
use| today: Mostiélectriccineuits havevone side of the wires The recognized conversion factor is more nearly 0.4343. 

cuit itself permanently connected to ground. The last two relationships having utility in changing 
(please turn to page 36) from one logarithmic base to another. 
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WHY DOES 17 HAVE AN UPSTAIRS ? 

“To make traveling more fun. The idea is to give people more to see and do while riding faster and safer. That 
means more passengers for the railroads so that they can keep fares down and still add more comfort to long trips.” 

~——) wv tutti; Sie, LL tk yy titi Zappa Auethsd ; ‘es 

FI) Ljg 4 C & <f a y RY 
=A a’ 4 WE ee % "i 3, AY 7 es N = : 

"ZA SD ny or TNS a) SS Hear se 
ay cecal”. AS SE a A eV oa 1 - wi fp a / Jom. lee > es Xz 
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7 WSs AW (4 ‘ig (SSS ANY: ae 5, (5 - es 

1 Ii SA V (/ GOK iW = aly \\NENS BE —_ Mi, =e DAOAaN.!\S KE 
*Railroad comfort comes from many **Take those side rods on steam loco- "Getting back to comfort... modern 
things, son. Smooth-fitting parts are motives. They get farther over on the trains travel over 60 miles an hour. 
important. Parts like Diesel engine smooth side thanks to Norton internal So, they need smooth rail joints. 
crankshafts, pistons and wheels. That’s grinding wheels, And parts are fin- Those joints are welded for safety. 
why so many railroad shops use ished so accurately with Norton Then, they’re ground smooth and 
Norton grinders and Alundum prind- quality controlled wheels that they slotted with Norton grinding and cut- 
ing wheels to make parts smooth, last for thousands of miles, Paul. off wheels.” 

4 Yo : 
et Ly : ad ed : NORTON 
\ Mi Ee SS x 

BL! ft . 

Oe OAL ddlaking better products to make other products better 

“Hundreds of other parts ABRASIVES *“ 2) 9) FE. of madieen; wltroud deine and tats = ts Dy SRINDING WHEELS A nusrones SZ tase PAPER & CLOTH 

also get a lift from the sure touch of (BAA onnone AND LAPPING MACHINES LABELING nacunes no su FLOORING 
Norton Products. So does just about SS! w os 

, any other product you can name. REFRACTORIES, POROUS MEDIUMS & LABORATORY WARE,| NORBIDE PRODUCTS ‘s 
That’s why I’m not boasting when I oS ZG 
say that Norton makes better products “ 
to make other products better.” NORTON COMPANY, WORCESTER 6, MASSACHUSETTS 
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L advantages under certain circumstances. Which system is 
oe used has little effect on the next stop: moving the models 

(continued from page 27) about on a layout background. This is the most time 

inary suggestions have been discussed and evaluated, the Consuming phase of the layout and the climax of the study. 

first tangible step is taken. This includes an accurate floor There are innumerable combinations and many attempts 

plan of the existing buildings, with columns, walls, stairs, are: made before a satisfactory layout is decided upon. 

offices, ventilating pipes for paint-spraying booths, and This point is reached when the plan cannot be picked 

all more or less permament fixtures whose movement Part for any justifiable Teason, 

would involve an exorbitant expenditure of money. Clean-up” consists of ironing out any final problems 
. . . . or differences preparatory to final “O. K.” by management 

Following this step is an area-usage study of the exist- ed a 
. . : When this is completed the actual plant layout job is fin- 
ing set-up. Calculation of aisle space, stores, machin2 ished, ‘Hloweves, an exists pl h : 

, : x . > plants there is necessary a 
shop departments, and so on is the basis on which the «& yy . . . 
feasibility of th 4d plan ; 4 4 checkerboarding” of moves to insure against excessive 

easton ° . © Propos® Plan Is to De es . loss of time due to several machines standing idle at their 
The most interesting and controversial phase of the jew location before the old machines are moved away. 

layout planning is now ready to blossom the actual plot In the actual layout problem previously discussed, the 

plan of the various departments. Measurements of the University’s M. E. 1880 class working on layout planning 
machines, benches, tote pans, and so on are taken and wae split into two five-man teams. 

recorded on separate sheets, with important information The company’s engineers, and the two groups of stu- 
such as the capacity, work station number, speeds, feeds, dents under the supervision of Professor R. L. Daggett 

department, type, manufacturers number, overall length fo:med three distinct teams, each working more or less 
(or width) with overall depth, space requirements for independently of the others. The purpose of making 

servicing and any other pertinent comments. Also, 3 three parallel proposed layouts was to obtain three points 

sketch of the top view 4s usually drawn to scale on this of view and attempt to correlate the best ideas into one 
sheet, with the outline showing the farthest protruding plan. There were some minor differences of opinion, 

points within seven feet of the floor. but it was extremely interesting to note that in general 

Now templates can be made of the machines or three- the three groups each arrived at essentially the same con- 
dimensional models may be purchased, both having their clusions and final plan. 
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by J. F. ROBERTS aan 7 i . 
Manager, Hydraulic Department ‘ “Te 

General Machinery Division Pak 
ALLIS-CHALMERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY 5 be 8 : 

(Graduate Training Course 1919) m 34 

yo HAVE to start somewhere—and as a j . 24 i 

far as I know, flagpole painting is the | ~ nn 2 | t 
only job where you start at the top. Next @ Pes Tis " . 24 | 
best thing is to get in where there are | @ er ath a4 i 

oe many opportunities, | a 7 - iy I : 

i... worthwhile paths tofol- | (; Sci oa 
ee low—particularly ifyou ete _ Be 
| «<7 are not entirely sure [ig ae ft 4 : 
= just what type of work = a | 

. you want to do. You ES | \ a4 | 
PT then have a chance to fi ; ties rcs wey \ a 

try more than one field, ji ie | ad SF \ pes 
he and eventually find the ee vs \ Be | 

JF. ROBERTS work that will give you ee a: a 
the most in satisfaction and success. , Lt. = 4 io “of 

Growth of Hydraulics ; : ==. y Lomi, 
‘ ‘ ‘ : pieaaee 2 . ¥ 7 

The field I’m best qualified to discuss is Le db 4 \<enhe Ba 
hydraulicengineering. Crude waterwheels = al a ne Le xe ae 
were man’s first mechanical source of [2 jg a _ re i: 7 

power. Today, in highly perfected modern Kentucky Dam TVA Field erection view of 250-ton gantry crane lowering hy- 
form, they’re still a major source of abun- A z . ati 

. - " draulic turbine assembly. One of five 44,000 hp, 48-ft. head, Kaplan type turbines. 
dant, low-cost electric power. The field is 
constantly expanding and holds a world 

of opportunity. Hydraulic power becomes and the Philippine Islands. We're also the Hydraulic Department—and had the 
increasingly important to the nation as restoring many veteran turbines to bet- unique experience of building some of 

the need for low-cost power steadily in- _ ter-than-original efficiency and capacity the same turbines that I had purchased 
creases. Moreover, a hydraulic plant once —_ after long years of faithful performance. for TVA. 
installed produces energy with a mini- Hydraulics was a field that I hadn’t 
mum of manpower. There’s no fuel to seriously considered as an undergraduate Vantage Point for All Industries 
mine, prepare, ship, unload and burn— at the University of Wisconsin. I gradu- : 

. small operating personnel is required. ated as a Mechanical Engineer in 1918, ae pencil h S en 2 ae 
Fi : . d entered the Allis-Chalmers Graduate yO eCreStnB, facts about 's Right now at Allis-Chalmers we’re de-  2N¢ en pees Chalmers Graduate Training Course. 

signing and building turbines for vast new oe Course: in) cao a is First, it’s tailor-made for each student. 
hydro-power projects, not only for the there a got interested in the big Since 1904, graduate students here have 
U.S.A. and Canada, but also for Mexico, waterwheels. been helping plan their own courses— 
South America, Norway, New Zealand My first assignment was in steam tur- making changes as they went along and 

bine erection. Then I moved over on the _ new interests developed. They’ve had an 
7 ‘ a. hydraulic turbine test floor. In May 1919 opportunity to divide their time between 

22 ‘a =I was sent to North Carolina on the ac- shop and office—follow important 
i oem f= 4@~=Cceptance tests of a big hydro-electric projects through from drafting board to 

Loe Py 7 power installation. I continued with hy- _ installation. 
; igh) 2 ae 7 draulic field work suchas tests and trouble Second, the organization is in close 
a eee RR 8 shooting until 1925, when I went into the 2 une Org ; Ce yo , contact with virtually all phases of indus- y ee ef. eR sales end of the work. Two years later I > y : ee ich th f ; ide and & try: hydraulic or steam electric power he Pp —— Pee left the manufacturing side and became fants arid utilitiessiminine: smelting and 
we a c  -— iF FF 4 Hydraulic Engineer for the Power Cor- Pane en 8 & 
eee. lL wae i ne rock products; public works; steel and 
See Ct fae. poration of Canada, supervising the de- oe ‘ae 5 

eo a te sion and installation of some 15 plants metal working; textiles; food processing; 
no ee Cen Plants. ‘flour milling. Allis-Chalmers builds basic 
' » . i i a 5 | ey In 1936 I became Hydraulic Engineer machinery for ALL these industries and 
_ y bea / ' 4] forthe U.S.Government TVA, involving many more. Its engineers, executives, 
> Pee ] i: Be | 12 projects and 30 large units. I returned salesmen and production experts have a 

we Ty ae ( | to Allis-Chalmers in 1942 as Manager of ringside seat for industry in action. 

: i ALLIS-CHALMERS (AO) 
Graduate students conduct performance 
tests of centrifugal pump units. Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 
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pe BOS ASSN (continued from page 32) 
EN] os : o ? NN ae eceeN It is for this reason most fatal shocks pass through the 
a ss pe Sees aN feet and require the most complete equipment protection 

or e SS — S sw ee where the individual using it will be standing on a con- 

Vwi > WO 2 ducting surface. 

Ve Se A a ce Si insulation within the enclosur: t some time SE AS a oy - Se ‘ ince insula within . iC ‘e may a 

ross Ses ey Fs oS — fail and cause the shortening of a charged part to the 

SS a: dead metal the ground should be of high current capacity 
Lo y ea ti so the short will open the fuse of circuit breaker. The 

t 4 ground wire is usually attached to some water pipe or 

ey other permanent system which is continually connected to 

ground. A three wire system is now in use by which two 

PROBLEM — You are designing a machine which | wires carry the current and the third is the ground wire 

includes a number of electrical accessories any one | The arrangement is such that the ground wire is connect- 
of which can be turned on by means of a rotary | ed to a third prong of a three way plug. For 220 volt 
switch. For reasons of assembly and wiring this | systems a fourth wire is added to serve as the ground. 

switch has to be centrally located inside the machine. | What ever method used for grounding, permanency should 
Your problem is to provide a means of operating the | be assured by a periodic checkup. Deaths have occurred 

switch from a convenient outside point. How would repeatedly that were directly due to accidental breakage 

you do it? of protective ground connections. In the absence of a wa- 

. ter pipe a rod should be driven at least eight feet into 
THE SIMPLE ANSWER — Use an S.S.White re- the ground such that it is always in contact with moist 
mote control type flexible shaft to connect the switch | earth, A strong mechanical connection as well as a good 
to its control knob. This arrangement gives YOU COM- | electric connection should be made. There are many mod- 
plete freedom in placing both the switch and the ern grounding attachments on the market which will in- 
control knob anywhere you want them. That's the | ..-¢ the above conditions. 

way one manufacturer does it in the view below of Grounding protection should be afforded to all types 

part of the equipment with cover removed. of portable equipment, frames of generators, motors, | 

ae eee a a switchboards, controls of motors, tracks and motors of 

i (ee seh ea # 7 y = > cranes lightning arresters, electrical equipment of eleva- 
Ee j | ie & an N | tors, and other equipment which may build up static 

ay ifeaootS SS ee ee ne a id : =a electricity. 
L \aG 2 . Fae NG 7 When ever repairs are being made on any electrical 
a f e AN y A xy ar ae 4 | equipment they should be made with the circuit dead. To L. \ - “ YN Nf pa 4 Cs ~~ | assure that the circuit is not accidentally made alive the 

_N es er | switch should be locked open and if the circuit is fused, the 
: . 5 ee aes fuses removed. A warning tag signed by the repairman 

~~ who opened the circuit should be attached to the locked 

This is just one of hundreds of remote control and power | switch. Only when the circuit is ready for use should the 
drive problems to which S.S.White flexible shafts provide lock and tag be removed. 

a simple answer: _ That's why every engineer should be The National Electric Code as recommended by the 
familiar with these ‘Metal Muscles'’* for mechanical bodies. National Fire Protection Association and the Under- 

“Trademark Reg: Us 5: Pat: Of. vend elsewhere writers Laboratories approved list of equipment may be 

used as authoritative guides and references. All installa- 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 4501 tions should comply with any state or local laws or or- 
. . dinances. 

ele cee piel ok ape ie Pa The field of electrical safety is so broad that no one 

their application. A copy is yours late article could cover all requirements. On newer and 

free for asking. Write today. Preis dad large installations formal state and city codes have never 

— been written and it remains for the designer and man- 

Caen ufacturer to write their own safety specifications. For 
SS. WHITE 2g any wiring or other electrical equipment specifications the 
oe National Electric Code as Recommended by the National 

JRE 5.5: WHITE DENTAL LEGS CO INDUSTRIAL seen Fire Protection Association and the Underwriter Labora- 

Sats corte ANB gnimome roOis. 7 sntCian ronmuia ausbtsS tories approved list of equipment may be used as authori- & faces sunttens = muacne setcaaas > omnes ASMES moubene 
One of A é 23 AAAA Industrial Enterprttes tative guides and references. 
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DISPLAYS MASSIVE PRODUCTS—A . « MAKES MICROSCOPIC DETAILS CLEAR Diesel locomotive can roar across the bi thin S small — —Photography takes great magnifications Rockies—all on a movie screen in a g g produced by the electron microscope prospect’s office. All because photog- . .  (20,000X) on fine-grain Kodak plates, en- raphy can take huge things or small, ‘‘ e larges and records them up to 100,000X on and make them of a size for a salesman, sma t in 5 | ema Kodak projection papers. Previously unde- teacher, or demonstrator to show. . tectable details and new facts are revealed. 

: . d b e go 

| and business ro _ | a Py \ 

: ! comes out ahead | ea \ \ 
; | é hl |; a | . 

fos a. em I) a A ie i eo) UE  \ N\A 

bi. - j 

REDUCES FILING SPACE BY 98% — With microfilming, bulky rec- REVEALS STRUCTURE AND CONDITION OF METALS — X-ray diffraction 
ords can be reduced and stored on a few rolls of film. 675 draw- patterns on Kodak films or plates provide important information concern- 
ings, 24” x 36”, can be recorded on a 100’ roll of 35mm. Recordak ing the crystal structure of metals. These patterns help show how alloys 
or Kodagraph Micro-File Film. And everything is quickly ready can be improved or new alloys made~give data on the effect of machining, 
for reference in the Recordak or Kodagraph Film Reader, drilling, and punching upon the structure of the material. 

ITH THE SPEED of a flick of light, photog- —_ movies and stills, it can repeat a story, time 
\ y raphy can reduce or enlarge accurately and again, without the loss of a single detail. 

to scale, and without missing the tiniest detail. Yes, photography serves business and in- 
And that’s not all. dustry in many important and valuable ways. 

It can magnify time with the high speed It can work for you, too. If you would like to 
motion-picture camera so that the fastest mo- know how, please feel free to write for litera- 
tion can be slowed down for study. It can ture, or for specific information which could 
record the penetrating x-ray and reveal inter- _ be helpful to you. Eastman Kodak Company, 
nal conditions of materials and products. With — Rochester 4, New York. te 

serves industrial, commercial, and scientific progress AK 1 l 

TRADE-MARK



Public Opinion— 

NOTHING 15 STRONGER 

... given the facts 

NOTHING IS WISER 

On Bi i Lo Ness 

We are today a much Jarger country than we were did large concerns. In 1y.48, there were in operation 

short years ago, Comparing 1ggo with 1948, Federal one-third more business units than in 1944. 

government expenditures have grown from 33.6 

Dillion to Syo billion. Natiomal income has grown * * * 

from Sos billion to Se26 billion, . : P - a 
‘ Can new businesses crowd in and climb to the top? 

In 1935, to take the electrical business as an ex- 

° ° . ample, only 153 companies did over $500,000 busi- 

. oo, . . ness. By 1947, there were over 342 companies with 
Is small business holding its own with big business sales in that hieher bracker, 

in this erowth? Or being driven from the American : 

scene, Concentrating business into afew hinds? . + ° 

6 * & General Electric, in spite of its growth during the’ 

past 20 years, has only been able to keep pace with 

In goo, there were 15 firms for each 1000 people. the growth of industry and of the country. We esti- 

LPoday there are is. (Apparently small business is mate that our percentage of production in the elec- 

not losing ground.) “Phe average firm has the same trical industry was about 23% 19 1930, 25% 1 19.40, | 

number of employees as at the beginning of the and is today approximately 2.496. 

CODLUEY. 
® « * 

* % * 
| 

It is the job of all business and all industry to sup- 

Seccording toasurvey by the Federal Reserve Board ply the ever-expanding needs of people. Big jobs 

covering approximately 2,000 concerns, during the require big tools, No company and no industry in 

war, the small and medium-sized firms in total in- the American economy is yet big enough to bring 

creased their protits, assets aod net worth faster than enough goods to enough people. 

You can put your confidence in— 
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